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TAPS Plans Retakes 
TAPS pictures may be retaken Sept. 7 from 
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in room 6 of the student 
center. Pictures will be made for students 
who did not have their pictures made or for 
those who want to have their pictures remade. 
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Four Seasons Present 
Boss Sound In Concert 
YMCA Presentation Tickets 
In Cafeteria, Field House 
Concert Series Offers 
Varied Fare This Year 
By  JOHN  ELLENBERG 
TIGER News Writer 
The National Band of New 
Zealand, the Goldovasky 
Opera Theater, andMantovani 
will be featured in the first half 
of the Clemson University Con- 
cert Series this year. The series 
also continues early in 1966 
with the performances of the 
Original    Piano    Quartet, the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
and Carlos Montoya. 
To begin the schedule on Oct. 
14, will be the international 
champion concert brass band, 
the National Band of New 
Zealand. Along with its many 
titles, the band has made sev- 
eral triumphant tours of 
Europe, including royal com- 
mand   performances   in Eng- 
Dr. Harold F. Landrith has been named the head of 
the newly established school of education at Clemson. 
Dr. Landrith is an honor graduate of Clemson. 
Landrith Appointed Dean 
Of New Education School 
By  CHARLES HUMPHRIES 
TIGER News Editor 
Dr. Harold F. Landrith has 
been named as the dean of the 
newly established school of ed- 
ucation at Clemson. The es- 
tablishment of the new school, 
which became effective July 1, 
is designed primarily to 
strengthen administrative con- 
trol of and support for courses 
now being offered in various 
fields of teacher training. 
At the present time the school 
has a registration of 535. The 
school now offers B. S. degrees 
in agricultural education, in- 
dustrial education, and in 
science teaching with major 
concentrations in biology, 
chemistry, math, and physics. 
Also offered is a B. A. degree 
with major studies in English, 
math, natural sciences, Ger- 
man, French, and Spanish. 
A basic part of the new school 
is a Teachers' Education Ad- 
visory Committee made up of 
outstanding public school prin- 
cipals and superintendents of 
S. C. It will be the responsi- 
bility of this group to keep the 
school of education informed of 
School Passes 
Note Warning 
In a memorandum to stu- 
dents concerning an accident 
involving an automobile and a 
rented scooter, the office of stu- 
dent affairs warned students to 
beware dealing with disrepu- 
table firms. The accident oc- 
cured on Monday, Aug. 16, 
involving two vehicles which 
were driven by Clemson stu- 
dents. 
The memorandum, in part, 
says, "...theownerofthescooter 
was unlicensed to operate a fleet 
of vehicles. The student who 
rented the scooter was thus 
duped into operating a vehicle 
without a license. According 
to an officer of the State High- 
way Patrol, both the owner and 
the operator are responsible for 
the operation of an unlicensed 
vehicle. The fact that an acci- 
dent did occur does not relieve 
the responsibility. It serves only 
to complicate the investigation. 
As a result, however, the scoot- 
er rental has been discontinued 
in the Clemson community. 
"The obvious lesson to be 
learned is that in renting a ve- 
hicle, be sure the vehicle which 
is rented is properly licensed." 
educational problems and 
needs and to help the school 
keep a progressive curriculum. 
In addition to various Clem- 
son faculty members and ad- 
ministrative officers, the com- 
mittee members are Leonard D. 
Reynolds, superintendent of the 
Kingstree public schools; 
Charles H. Humphries, Jr., as- 
sistant superintendent of the 
Spartanburg City School; Joe 
Durham, district superintend- 
ent of Pickens; and H. W. Sand- 
lin, principal of T. L. Hanna 
High School in Anderson. 
Another group, consisting of 
university representatives from 
school   offering teaching ma- 
jors, will be formed later   this 
year. 
A new curriculum, leading to 
a B. S. degree in recreation and 
park administration, will be 
available beginning the fall 
term of 1966. Other future plans 
include the construction of a 
building to house the school of 
education. At the present, it is 
in the offices in Tillman Hall 
and will move to the geology 
building after it is remodeled. 
Dr. Landrith, dean of the new 
school, is a native of Seneca and 
an honor graduate of Clemson. 
He holds a master's degree in 
history from Vanderbilt and 
a doctorate in educational ad- 
ministration from the Univer- 
sity of Houston. He has been a 
member of the Clemson facul- 
ty since 1961. 
According to Dr. Landrith, 
the administration and trustees 
took the steps to form the new 
school because "Clemson is pre- 
paring itself for a major role in 
meeting the country's ever in- 
creasing need for more teach- 
ers and better teachers." 
land. Accompanying the band 
is a troupe of Maori dancers, 
who will interpret the rhythm 
and song. 
Second in the series is the 
Goldovasky Opera, presenting 
a full-scale production of Mo- 
zart's "Don Giovanni," which 
many musicians regard as the 
finest work of one of the world's 
finest composers. The young 
singing artists will be accom- 
panied by a complete orchestra 
in their performance on Oct. 
28. 
The magic name in popular 
music, Montovani, will be 
bringing the melodious strains' 
of his orchestra to Clemson 
Nov. 8. The orchestra is world 
famous for its magnificence in 
light orchestral music. 
Critics have praised the Orig- 
inal Piano Quartet, which will1 
be performing in Clemson Feb. 
(Continued on page 6) 
Tickets are now on sale for the Four Seasons' 
concert to be presented this Saturday, Sept. 4, 
from 8:00to 10:00 p. m., at the university field 
house. _^ 
Since their first million-rec- 
ord seller "Sherry" in 1962, 
the Four Seasons have become 
one of America's most pop- 
ular recording groups. The 
singing group, consisting of 
Frankie Valli, Bob Gaudio, 
Nick Massi, and Tommy De- 
Vito, actually began singing to- 
gether in 1960 performing in 
small clubs across the country. 
Soon they began providing 
vocal backgrounds for other re- 
cording artists until Bob 
Gaudio wrote "Sherry." 
Since that time, one hit has 
followed another, most of which 
were written by Gaudio. Among 
these popular songs are "Big 
Girls Don't Cry," "Walk Like a 
Man," "Ronnie," and "Stay." 
Their albums have been equal- 
ly as popular, and by the spring 
Fellowship Applicants 
Deadline Set Sept. 7 
Closing date for receipt of ap- 
plications for the National 
Science Foundation Postdoc- 
toral Fellowships is Sept. 7. 
The awards will be made for 
study of work in the mathe- 
matical, physical, medical, bio- 
logical, and engineering 
sciences. Also approved are the 
fields of anthropology, eco- 
nomics, geography, the history 
and philosophy of science, lin- 
guistics, political science, psy- 
chology, and sociology. There 
will also be awards made in 
overlapping fields among two 
or more sciences. Some ex- 
amples of this would be geo- 
chemistry, meteorology, and 
oceanography. 
The fields of research and 
study covered by these awards 
are limited to those which con- 
form to accepted standards of 
scientific objectivity, verifiabil- 
ity, and generality. Fellowships 
are not awarded for the support 
of study toward the M. D., D. 
D. S., or D. V. M. degree, nor 
for study or work in business 
administration, clinical medi- 
cine, clinical psychology, or 
social work. 
Anyone who is interested in 
applying for one of these fel- 
lowships should mail his appli- 
cation to: 
The Fellowship Office 
National Academy of Sciences 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Ave., N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20418 
TIGER Seeks 
More Members 
All students who are interest- 
ed in working on The TIGER 
are invited to a drop-in Mon- 
day, Sept. 6, at 7:30 p.m., in 
The TIGER offices on the fourth 
level of the student center above 
the Loggia. 
Positions are open on all 
staffs—news, features, sports, 
copy, business, advertising, 
photography, and cartoon- 
ing—with excellent opportunity 
for advancement. There is also 
a special need for typists. 
This drop-in will give interest- 
ed students a chance to meet 
the present members of The 
TIGER staff and to ask any 
questions they may have. Re- 
freshments will be served.  
of 1964, their record sales had 
reached  the  9 million mark. 
In Jan. of 1964, the Four 
Seasons began recording for 
Mercury Records and releasing 
on the Phillips label, a sub- 
sidiary of the company. Be- 
cause of their increasing pop- 
ularity, the group began starr- 
ing on T. V. shows and in many 
important nightclubs through- 
out the country and overseas. 
Tommy Devito, a baritone 
from N. J., began singing and 
playing the guitar in taverns. 
Later he and his brother formed 
a combo known is the Vari- 
tones, with Nick Massi and 
Frank Valli, specializing in 
country and western music. It 
was this group that later de- 
veloped into the Four Lovers 
and finally the Four Seasons. 
Nick Massi is the bass in the 
group. He is a self-taught 
musician, playing bass guitar. 
As a member of the Four 
Lovers, he enjoyed only a mod- 
icum of success. Now he writes 
all the vocal arrangements for 
the Four Seasons. 
Frankie Valli first sang in 
grammar school and per- 
formed with school groups. 
Frankie is the lead tenor for the 
Four Seasons. 
The only member of the 
group not from  N. J. is Bob 
(Continued on page 6) 
The YMCA will present the Four Seasons in concert in the university field house 
tomorrow night. The voice stylings of Frankie Valli will be featured. The concert 
will be from 8-10 p.m. 
MORE HOURS, MORE MUSIC 
WSBF Resumes Broadcasting 
WSFB, Clemson's student 
radio station, signed on the air 
Aug. 25 at 1 p.m., beginning 
its eighth year of broadcasting 
to the students of Clemson. The 
station has both AM and FM' 
facilities. The AM is at 600 
kilocycles within the dormi- 
tories, and the FM is at 88.1 
megacycles. 
IFC Announces Plans 
For Coming Semester 
By ROBERT CLARKSON 
TIGER Newswriter 
A dance in the fraternity 
quadrangle after the North 
Carolina State football game, 
Sept. 18, will launch this se- 
mester's activities for the Inter- 
Fraternity Council. 
This dance, which will be held 
from four to six in the after- 
noon before the Rat Hop, is 
designed to let freshmen and 
other interested students visit 
the fraternities. The band which 
will play at the dance will be 
announced at a later date. 
The IFC has also planned to 
hold its second annual smoker, 
or open house, on Sept. 21. All 
Rat Hop Heads Parade 
Of CDA Dance Season 
Barbara Lewis and The 
Temptations headline Rat Hop 
1965 on Sept. 17 and 18, as 
,the Central Dance Association 
begins another year of present- 
ing top musical entertainment 
at Clemson. 
Also as entertainment "Little 
Royal" Torrence, James 
Brown's little brother, will re- 
turn to Clemson that weekend 
with his Swingmasters Or- 
chestra. Last year his orchestra 
backed Mary Wells at the Rat 
Hop. 
Beginning Friday night, 
Sept. 17, at 9:00 p.m., the very 
popular, "prodigious talent," 
Barbara Lewis will entertain 
rats, upperclassmen, and their 
dates in the university dining 
hall. Singing such favorites as 
Student Senate Begins 
Civil Service Program 
In the spring of last year, the 
student senate of Clemson Uni- 
versity established a civil ser- 
vice system under the jurisdic- 
tion of the attorney general. The 
purpose of this service is to offer 
an opportunity to interested 
members of the student body to 
become familiar with the,pro-, 
ceedings of student government 
while serving in various ca- 
pacities which arise during the 
year. 
Students are often needed for 
special committees, office work, 
distribution of materials, and 
other various services. The civil 
service also supplies a list of 
names to the student body presi- 
dent, the president of the sen- 
ate, • and the class president 
when a vacancy arises for su< h 
a service in the student senate. 
All those interested in serving 
in one of these capacities may 
pick up an application form 
from the Office of Student Af- 
fairs or from Attorney General 
Danny Speights in room 4-22 7. 
"Baby I'm Yours," "Hello 
Stranger," "Think A Little 
Sugar," and "Puppy Love" the 
petite vocalist promises an aud- 
ience-captivating performance. 
Barbara Lewis has written 
over three dozen popular 
songs, starting her songwriting 
career at the age of nine. When 
Barbara became nineteen, one 
of her own musical creations, 
"Hello Stranger" became a hit, 
introducing an outstanding 
vocalist to the entertainment 
world. 
The talented Miss Lewis, 
whose first love is writing, has 
been proclaimed a top "lyric- 
singer," singing with much 
emotion as she becomes a part 
of her song. 
Friday night will also include 
traditional crowning of the 
"Miss Rat Hop" for 1965 dur- 
ing the intermission. The Rat 
Queen will be selected from en- 
tries of freshmen dates only, 
and all freshmen are en- 
couraged to enter their dates in 
the contest. Any freshman wish- 
ing to enter his date in the con- 
test must sign their date up at 
the CDA table in the Dining 
Hall prior to Sept. 17. The «uv 
ner and her escort will receive 
a number of gifts presented by 
town merchants. 
On Saturday night, from 8 
until midnight, the popular- 
music recording artists, The 
Temptations, will climax the 
Rat Hop Weekend with a show 
and dance in the university din-» 
ing hall. 
The Temptations... Otis Miles, 
David English, Elbridge Bry- 
ant, Eddie Hendricks, and Paul 
Williams...have entertained 
audiences from the Appollo 
Theater in New York to the 
royal Peacock Club in Atlanta, 
Ga., with hit songs such as 
"My Girl," "It's Growing,""The 
Way You Do the Things You 
(Continued on page 3) 
the fraternities will be open for 
the students to visit and observe 
fraternity living. 
Another smoker is planned in 
Nov. Refreshments will be 
served   at  both open houses. 
The purpose of these smokers 
is to prepare newcomers for the 
rush, which begins in the first 
week of the second semester. 
Another purpose, according to 
Neil Robinson, president of 
IFC, is "...to have the fresh- 
men down here to form their 
own opinions of what the fra- 
ternities have to offer them and 
for the fraternities to see what 
the   freshmen   have   to offer." 
Neil also advises the pros- 
pective pledges to prepare them- 
selves for rush week before the 
start  of the second semester. 
To end the semester, IFC 
sponsors annually a Christmas 
party for the underprivileged 
children in this area. The little 
ones will be brought here and 
will receive gifts from a Clem- 
son Santa Claus. 
In an interview with The 
TIGER, Neil explained his 
views on the purpose of fra- 
ternity life at Clemson. He said, 
"The purposes are to give a 
college student a chance to 
broaden himself, to work with 
other people, and to make col- 
lege a more meaningful ex- 
perience. " 
During the summer, the 
WSBF staff began an extensive 
expansion program. It added 
to its office facilities by cutting 
a doorway to the adjoining 
meeting room and making an 
office of it. The staff also has 
increased its record library and 
has extended broadcast time 
by three hours. Currently, 
WSBF signs on at 1 p.m. and 
signs off at 2 a.m. According 
to Carl Brown, chief an- 
nouncer, there are plans for 
"further expansion of broad- 
cast hours." 
Future plans for the station 
include the building of a trans- 
mitter to serve the girls' dormi- 
tory. The transmitter which is 
presently serving the girls' 
dorm will be installed to give 
better service to dorms 9, 10, 
and 11. Engineering Director 
Jeff Borke said Monday after- 
noon, "At the present time, there 
is no AM service within dorm 
11. But we hope in the near fu- 
ture we can have this trans- 
mitter installed over there to 
serve all three of the new dorms 
in that section." 
G. C. Pundt, program direc- 
tor, invites all students Who are 
interested in radio from either 
a programming, engineering, 
or business aspect to join the 
WSBF staff. He said, "Just drop 
by the WSBF studios on the 
third floor of the student cen- 
ter,  and we will give you an 
application form to fill out and 
answer any questions that you 
might have about the radio 
station." 
This year's WSBF senior staff 
members are G. C. Pundt, pro- 
gram director; John Matthew, 
business director; Jeff Borke, 
engineering director; Carl 
Brown, chief announcer; Law- 
ton King, technical manager; 
and Dan Bowen, continuity 
manager. 
Also on the senior staff are 
Dave Roof, traffic manager; Al 
Montgomery, news manager; 
John Dozier, production man- 
ager; Jim Henderson, office 
manager; and Dave Deem, 
transmitter engineer. 
Annual Career Day 
Set For Sept. 14 
On Tuesday, Sept. 14, at 7:30 
p.m. the Society for Advance- 
ment of Management will spon- 
sor its annual Career Day. The 
aim of this year's Career Day 
is to present as diversified a 
group of qualified men as pos- 
sible. 
The experiences of these busi- 
ness men encompass all the dif- 
ferent schools at Clemson ex- 
cept languages. The career 
fields of these men range from 
advertising to psychology. 
(Continued on page 6) 
Army ROTC Cadets 
Awarded Scholarships 
Eight Clemson Army ROTC 
cadets, four juniors and four 
freshmen, are among the 1,000 
winners of scholarships award- 
ed across the country under the 
provision of the ROTC Vitaliza- 
Capt. P. _A. Parker swears eight future Air Force officers inlo the Air Force Re- 
serves and inlo the Advanced ROTC program at Clemson at a special ceremony on 
Aug. 25. Under the New ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964, these Air Force cadets en- 
tering the Advanced Program complied for the financial assistance grants which 
include tuition, books, fees, and 50 dollars monthly subsistence allowance. Recipi- 
ents of grants al Clemson are (left to right) Daniel C Stanzione, Dale W. Reynolds, 
Stanley E. Von Hofe, Richard D. Franklin, William R. Smith, James T. Haney, Jo- 
seph L. Ruzicka, and John P. Nemergut. 
tion Act of 1964. 
Each scholarship pays for 
textbooks and fees and pro- 
vides the recipient with an al- 
lowance of 50 dollars a month 
for the duration of his award. 
The four freshmen were 
among the first of 400 high 
school graduates who have 
won the first four-year college 
scholarships to be given the 
Army. They were selected by a 
board of senior officers in the 
Department of the Army from 
more than 1,100 of the most 
highly qualified selected from 
other 3,000 applicants by sim- 
ilar boards at area levels. 
Each was interviewed to de- 
termine his interest in a career 
as an Army officer and chosen 
on the basis of academic and 
extracurricular records and his 
score on a standardized apti- 
tide test. 
The four junior ROTC cadets 
were nominated for the scholar- 
ships by Colonel Melvin C. 
Brown, professor of military 
science here, and university of- 
ficials on the basis of their 
academic and extracurricular 
records, their performances 
during their first two years of 
ROTC, their scores on the 
ROTC qualification test, and 
their physical qualifications. 
Secretary of the Army Stan- 
ley R. Resor, an ROTC grad- 
uate from Yale, 1939, said, 
(Continued on page 6) 
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A Zoo Named The Loggia 
A Question of Spirit 
Now that autumn is nearing, bring- 
ing with it all the color and excitement 
of our chief athletic event—football, 
and now that the rats have shown a 
certain proficiency in cheering, albeit 
under duress, we find our thoughts 
and conversation turning to that 
vague quality called "school spirit." 
After all, isn't it true that one of the 
primary objectives of the rat system 
is to instill that quality into the hearts 
and minds of those newcomers fresh 
from high school? Sure it is! And so 
we command, "Yell, Rats, and show 
some spirit!" Naturally, they obey. 
Sometimes they yell like crazy, and 
sometimes they don't. If they don't 
we berate them as a slack class. But 
if they raise a din that shakes the 
walls and rattles the rafters—great! 
These kids have really got it, we say. 
But have they? 
What is school spirit? Obviously it's 
something more than simply yelling 
C-L-E-M at the top of your lungs in 
the dining hall. And it's something 
more than attending pep rallies and 
football games regularly, something 
more than sticking up for your school 
in the face of a big bruiser from USC, 
something more than joining IPTAY 
after graduation. These actions are as 
indicative of school loyalty as they are 
of school spirit; and even though 
loyalty is an important part of school 
spirit, it's far from the whole story. 
There is much-the same difference 
between loyalty and spirit as there is 
between fidelity and love, for school 
spirit, like love, connotes a deeper 
feeling and higher regard than simply 
faithfulness. School spirit, in fact, is 
the motivating force behind that faith- 
fulness. Perhaps this spirit could ac- 
tually be termed love, yet it's an active, 
vibrant love. It's a love that expresses 
itself in doing constructively. 
Cheering in the dining hall and at 
sports events can be constructive, since 
it helps to raise spirits, creating a live- 
ly atmosphere, as well as being in- 
structive; hence cheering is a valid ex- 
pression of school spirit. But what 
counts is the motivation for the cheer- 
ing." If the only reason the rats^or 
anybody, for that matter—participate 
is that they're forced to do so, their 
thunder is only empty noise. It's when 
their enthusiasm is real, their hopes 
high, that they're exhibiting true 
school spirit. 
True spirit doesn't start and stop 
with cheering, however. It expresses it- 
self in numerous other (constructive) 
ways, and this is where many students 
miss the beat. In a letter to Tom this 
week two coeds strongly expose the 
unconcerned and even apathetic atti- 
tude of many "upper" classmen 
toward the freshmen. Certainly the 
guilty are "upper" in name only if 
they don't even have the common 
courtesy to help a few bewildered rats. 
Their pride in our institution and love 
for old CU must be practically nil. So 
must their' school spirit. 
These same nil's must be the ones 
who collect "souvenirs" from around 
campus—things such as room number 
plaques from the walls in the student 
center ;co 
center; construction, road, and other 
signs from here and elsewhere; books, 
pages, and periodicals from the lib- 
rary, campaign posters from the halls 
during student elections; even spare 
cash and loose equipment from dorm- 
itory rooms. And these must be the 
ones who provide the physical plant 
with ninety per cent of their main- 
tenance work—repairing defaced 
desks and chairs, replacing smashed 
windows and gone lounge furniture, 
removing toilet paper streamers from 
the trees and shrubbery, picking up 
refuse strewn by mindless students. 
But, comes a voice, most of these 
things are done in fun or in careless- 
ness, and anybody can make a mis- 
take. Sure anybody can make a mis- 
take, but they don't have to make so 
damn many! Fun's fun, fellas, but 
when it's unlawful it's un-fun. We all 
pay for it in the end. 
Reproval will probably do little 
good for some misfits, however, for 
if they don't know by now,.... What 
they lack, in essence, is school spirit. 
Oh, they may be just bubbling over 
with enthusiasm at football games, 
but that's primarily because they like 
to make noise. They're not bubbling 
over with enthusiasm for the rights 
of others. They're not bubbling over 
with pride in their school, nor with 
loyalty for this institution, nor with 
love for CU. They don't feel at home 
here; they don't feel that they really 
belong. They couldn't! because they 
don't! Their spirit isn't of the school; 
their spirit isn't the school's spirit, 
working with the school as the school 
works with them, working for the 
school as the school works for them. 
They lack school spirit. 
This, then, is school spirit. It's in- 
tangible, elusive, and seemingly rare. 
The rat system is supposed to allev- 
iate this last problem, but let's hope 
it works better this year. In the past 
quite a few have apparently managed 
to slip through without being in the 
least affected. How about it, Rats. How 
about it, upperclassmen. Let's show 
some spirit this year, school spirit- 
in everything! 
"Cool" Cats Really Freeze 01' Frank 
By  FRANK PEARCE 
TIGER   Columnist 
While standing in line for 
breakfast the other morning, 
this writer had ample time to 
overhear some conversation oc- 
curring among some of the 
troops. Two of these were of 
the guerilla variety (and the 
spelling of that title could be dif- 
ferent in their case). 
One was disguised in a small 
brown bush; he was doing a 
rather messy job of wearing it 
about his face. He was tall, 
somewhat thin, somewhat loud, 
somewhat greedy (he took nine 
glasses of juice and still took 
some fruit, which had the waiter 
running berserk up and down 
the conveyor belt), and his feet 
were almost encased in some- 
thing that several generations 
ago must have been tennis 
shoes. His compatriot was 
much the same in appearance, 
except that he wore shower 
shoes and had on his golf tee- 
shirt (it had eighteen holes in 
it). They were telling each other, 
how cool they were and talk- 
ing   about   the  future, which" 
proves that beatniks do make 
plans. 
One mentioned the fact that 
after he "swung a dip (diploma) 
outa this place," he wanted to 
volunteer for the Peace Corps. 
He thought that would be a cool 
way to "spread Uncle's image 
around. And save a few coins 
at the same time." The second 
had a hearing problem. 
"Fan me wit dat one more 
time, baby. I didn't sift it on the 
first pass." His hearing wasn't 
helped any by the fronds of 
thick hair hiding his ears. When 
he had heard what the other had 
said, he had comment. 
"Ya know, I hadda buddy 
wanted to fly that route. But he 
got bombed out. He padded 
into oneathemwhatchamacall- 
its where they grease you wit all 
them real cool tests. He took 
em all, and then got stung. 
They tole him he ain't had a 
chance. They piped some tune 
about somethin called higene 
and said he had to learn fore 
he could teach." 
The first seemed not the least 
dismayed. He didn't know what 
"higene" meant either. But be- 
fore he could make reply, the 
waiter bounded from the con- 
veyor and began trying to ar- 
gue him out of some of the juice. 
Swinger graciously put a glass 
back, but picked up another 
slice of fruit on the backswing. 
He ambled on as the waiter be- 
came incoherent. Number two 
picked up glass of juice number 
(Continued on page 6) 
Genius From Our Side 
Freshmen, Take Heed: A Slanted Swing Can Spell 
Disaster In Both Golf And Studies, Warns Bob 
By  BOB ROLLI 
TIGER Columnist 
The spin that a golf ball has 
when it is only one inch de- 
parted from the tee determines 
whether the ball will hook, slice, 
or split the middle of the fair- 
way. As most of you who have 
ever golfed know, a good golf 
shot depends on many things, 
many little things. Although the 
essential thing is to meet the ball 
with the clubhead, the distance 
and accuracy of the shot are de- 
termined by such things as 
stance, grip, path of the club- 
head, and clubhead speed. If, 
for example, you change your 
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grip so that your right hand is 
a little more underneath the club 
than usual, your resultant shot 
will probably be twenty yards 
or more to the left of where it 
would have gone, had you not 
changed your grip. In last 
week's column I touched on the 
subject of getting the freshmen 
at Clemson off to a good start, 
and this week I want to stress 
the importance of the little little 
things, the tee-tiny tittles that 
"really don't mean anything." 
We all know the importance 
of first impressions. If you come 
into contact with someone for 
the first time, and he seems to 
you to be a wise guy, you will 
always see him with some of 
his initial wise-guy coloring, no 
matter how much he may 
change. Now think of the rats. 
They come to Clemson Univer- 
sity with minds as impression- 
able as first-time-I-ve-been-here 
tourists. One of the first sights 
on their tour is the President's 
picnic, to which all freshmen are 
invited. I have always admired 
and praised Southern hos- 
pitality, but the time and place 
are out of joint for such affairs 
at the beginning of the school 
year at Clemson. I understand 
that a great many freshmen at- 
tended this year, dancing and 
feasting on the lawn of the 
President of Clemson Univer- 
sity, but even if some didn't 
attend, they were still invited to 
the President's picnic, and those 
two words will at least do sub- 
conscious harm with their 
oxymoronic ring. 
The school year proper then 
begins, not with a guest lec- 
ture by a Harvard or M. I. T. 
scholar, but a square dance. 
The following Saturday, aL; 
new students are invited tc 
swing to the music of the Riv- 
ieras, and of course, all you 
freshmen be sure to keep your 
very own Rat Hop in mind. Are 
the freshmen beginning a col- 
lege     semester    or  a    social 
season? Add to this the lack of 
frequent and intimate meetings 
with faculty advisors and, as 
I also mentioned last week, the 
complete absence of student ad- 
visors, and the ball leaves the 
tee with the wrong kind of spin. 
Once the ball starts to hook or 
slice, there is a wind in the 
golfer's face that will blow his 
ball further off course. 
I am speaking of the unfav- 
orable responses of the fresh- 
men to their new environment, 
which has many undesirable 
stimuli, such as upperclassmen 
who brag about their carous- 
ings, and certain freshmen, who 
do wild things because they 
think that's what freshmen do. 
Not knowing any better, rats 
hear and see such nonsense 
and imbibe it as principles of 
conduct for their new existence, 
so banally referred to as the 
"college way of life." After all, 
if you aren't sure whether some- 
thing is desirable or undesir- 
able, why not accept it on a 
"Whatever is, is right" basis? I 
am sure many freshmen react 
this way, though subconscious- 
ly. "Things have always been 
this way. Why shouldn't they 
continue this way?" Unfor- 
tunately, there are few Voltair- 
ean spirits to oppose some of 
these   harmful habit patterns. 
I hope you do not think that 
some mental aberration of mine 
has caused me to magnify any 
mere bagatelles of their in- 
nocuousness. After all, Man- 
passant attributed life-and- 
death importance to such little 
things as Babette's eyes, a cos- 
tume jewelry necklace, and even 
a piece of string. 
Some of you upperclassmen 
who had bad freshmen years 
academically know that if your 
first shot lands in the deep 
rough, it takes some tremen- 
dous recovery shots to get your 
par. I wish all rats good luck 
in avoiding all the traps, lakes, 
and bunkers here. 
By SAM SMITH 
TIGER   Columnist 
"I go to school to learn what 
I believe and to learn to put my 
beliefs to their best use. I go to 
school to have my views made 
plan to me by seeing my views 
in others, and by seeing, find- 
ing, perhaps, the logical end to 
which my views go." 
For in seeing the logical con- 
clusion of a view (or hope or 
action or moral dictum)lies the 
essence of genius. Genius is the 
unearthing at some off-guard 
moment of what we should have 
discovered before but some- 
how, some way overlooked. 
Those who lack genius shun the 
experience of carrying a viewto 
its logical end. 
But a word about those who 
shun, lest some contend that 
genius is the best this world has 
to offer. Far from the best. Once 
a man meditated upon an 
action. Two results followed: 
one, he understood the action; 
and two, he gained the satis- 
faction of knowing he had 
analyzed—analyzed even to the 
point of understanding. While 
meditation is not genius, it is 
something better: complacency. 
Certainly there must be a bet- 
ter word, for "complacency" 
implies the Buddhist compla- 
cency—the amoralism, the 
insensitivity, and the lethargy 
of the disinterested pundit. 
There is another sense of"com- 
placency" which is opposite in 
emotional significance to the 
complacency of a Buddhist. 
This other sense is the sense 
of vigorous complacency, com- 
placency on fire. Not compla- 
cency of the soul or mind! 
Rather, the seemingly horrid 
complacency that can give a 
man something to do for sev- 
enty years, and give him con- 
fidence that because he is on fire 
he is right, even when he is in 
the wrong. 
Genius is a fire too, but like 
unto a fire of raging dimen- 
sions. The thing the fire con- 
sumes, the person, burns out to 
leave a message—or the hulk of 
what once had significance in 
the realm of communication, 
only now to be rendered unin- 
telligible. One cannot tear 
through the ashes and discover 
what the genius felt or meant 
After the fire dwindles the genius 
cannot tell the meaning of the 
fire. The world has only hints 
of what is on the other side of 
genius. 
There are, however, several 
positive steps which approach 
the same approximate area as 
genius approaches. These are 
the steps to wisdom. It is wis- 
dom which is a conflagration; 
knowledge, a fire; and con- 
flict, a spark. 
How great is the soul and how 
much can the spirit of the mind 
burn? The foul's soul burns 
forever, painfully, incompre- 
hensibly. The man of average 
"intelligence" must constantly 
blow upon his fire, never ceas- 
ing, lest even his diminutive 
fire be taken and the only re- 
mains be the charred frame of 
his own body. For the genius, 
there is a vast area of the glow- 
ing embers from birth; conse- 
quently, as the genius grows, 
it is often impossible for him to 
tolerate lack of growth, imper- 
fection or unused resources in 
anyone around him. The 
genius becomes a leader, 
whether introvert or extrovert, 
whether mentally or physically, 
whether spiritually or socially, 
because of the proliferation of 
his growth. The genius dictates 
his concepts to the lesser minds 
who accept as though from 
Prometheus. 
OPEN COLUMN 
Coeds Thank You 
UP RATS! Thank the upper- 
classmen for the aid they gave 
you in your first frustrating 
days at Clemson. Their efforts 
certainly made registration and 
matriculation much easier. 
Naturally, the older students 
are more knowledgeable about 
university life, and it is their 
privilege to initiate incoming 
students through the rat system. 
The rats owe a lot to these up- 
perclassmen who united and in- 
corporated them into the 
mighty Class of '69. They di- 
rected and guided rats all over 
the campus, and they even pro- 
vided recreation and entertain- 
ment to help the rats get ac- 
quainted and to familiarize 
them with Clemson and its tra- 
ditions. 
So the next time you are 
greeted with "Hey rat!", remem- 
ber that the upperclassmen 
helped you when you needed 
it and carry out their requests 
with a smile. 
Shelley White 
Karen Robey 
Class of '69 
FROM THE HILLSIDE 
Winthrop Admits Too Many; 
Girls Galore Are Off-Campus 
By   CHARLES HILL 
Associate Editor 
Two weeks ago the largest freshman class ever 
to enroll at Clemson moved onto the campus and 
over 1600 young students began their college 
career. For them the adjustment to college life will 
be a totally new experience, full of such myriad 
and diverse experiences as freshman English, ir- 
restible temptations not to study (see Bob Rolli's 
column on this page for elaboration), and the very 
special education of dormitory life. 
A similar event took place a week later at another 
South Carolina state-supported college. This school 
also greeted the largest freshman class in its history. 
But this institution, unlike Clemson, was unfortu- 
nately unprepared to properly receive its new se- 
lection of scholars. I am speaking now of our sis- 
ter college—the weekend Mecca of many a Clemson 
Man—Winthrop College for young women at Rock 
Hill. 
Hundreds of Winthrop freshmen arrived in Rock 
Hill late last month, full of the hopes, fears, and ex- 
pectations that typify every college freshman. Yet 
for more than a few of this number, the college ex- 
perience will fall short of their hopes, be lacking in 
the fulfillment of their dreams. For many of the 
freshmen Winthrop girls will begin their college 
career  by  living  in private homes off-campus. 
Of course, there are many worse campus stigmas 
than that of living outside of the dormitory. In 
fact, it has become somewhat of a collegiate status 
symbol for one to be able to swell with self-im- 
portance and drone, "Yes, I'm rooming off-campus 
this year..." Fine. Fine fdr upperclassmen who have 
learned the ropes of college life, who know where 
to draw the line between too much play and too 
little study. But for 17 and 18 year-old girls, im- 
pulsive and impressive, who know nothing of the 
,slef-discipline and forced study which college life 
requires, and which women's dormitories do their 
best to provide? I doubt it! 
Yet Winthrop has deliberately chosen this year 
to admit more students than for which it has ade- 
quate dormitory space. As a result, many Winthrop 
girls, of which a large number are freshmen, have 
been forced to seek housing in the town of Rock 
Hill, away from the disciplinary supervision of 
resident dormitory counselors, away from the other 
students who could help them with their studies, 
away from the vital educational and maturing ex- 
perience of dormitory living itself. 
Admittedly, the information I have on this sit- 
uation is, legally, only hearsay. It has come from 
. several Winthrop girls and their parents, all re- 
sponsible people. A letter of inquiry into these con- 
ditions to Dr. W. D. Livingston, Director of Ad- 
missions at Winthrop, was mailed July 25, 1965, 
and has yet to merit a reply. 
Why do I bring this situation before the readers 
of the TIGER? Not merely because Winthrop is our 
"sister college." Not merely because more Clemson 
men date regularly at Winthrop, and therefore have 
deep interests there, than any other school. But be- 
cause this question brings to mind the broader 
issue of college admissions itself. That is, must a 
state-supported institution of higher learning feel 
obligated to admit as many students as possible, 
even to the point of dangerous overcrowding, be- 
cause it is a tax-supported school and must therefore 
please the taxpayers who want to see their children 
in college? 
Risky Finesse? 
I have not substantial evidence that this is the 
actual reason that Winthrop admitted more girls 
than for which it had dormitory space. But if not, 
for what other possible reason could they necessi- 
tate the inconvenience and, yes, educational re- 
tardation of causing freshmen to live off-campus? 
Some indications are that this was a great finesse 
movement on the part of Winthrop: the administra- 
tion figured enough girls would drop out during 
the summer to allow those assigned off-campus to 
move into the dormitory. This did occur, and sev- 
eral girls who originally expected to live in town got 
dormitory rooms. But not all. At any rate, this is 
a rather risky game for a college administration 
to play. 
It seems to me that the Winthrop administration 
is leaving itself wide open for nothing but problems 
with this policy. Has it considered, for example, the 
enormous tactical problem it has on its hands trying 
to discipline girls who are scattered all over town? 
Has it considered the expense it has caused many 
families by obliging them to buy an extra car so 
that the daughter will be able to commute to school 
from her off-campus residence? 
I submit that is a college's duty to decline ad- 
mission to those students for which it does not have 
sufficient dormitory and classroom facilities. By 
so doing, they can only raise the academic stand- 
ards of their institution, for the applicants they re- 
fuse will be the least-prepared for college work. 
I also submit that by tightening admissions reg- 
ulations, a favor, rather than an injustice, will be 
done to the taxpayer. Of course, the short-sighted 
citizen may be angry at first because his child was 
not allowed to attend the school he supports 
through his taxes. But by not allowing the appli- 
cant to enroll whose status as "college material" 
is questionable, the school saves the family the 
money it would have invested in sending the child 
to school only to discover he or she cannot do the 
work; it saves the young person the wasted time he 
or she-could have been applying to another career; 
it saves all the heartbreak that such an experience 
inevitably brings. 
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Civil War Cannons Guard Tillman Hall 
By   RYAN   COBB 
TIGER Feature Writer 
Have you ever noticed the 
brass cannons in front of Till- 
man Hall, the ones on either 
side of the flag pole? 
■ If you have, you probably- 
noticed that they now have 
metal plugs in their barrels, but 
this hasn't always been so. 
The barrels were empty and 
the cannons were in workable 
condition until "the powers that 
be" got tired of the shenanigans 
the seniors were pulling on 
Senior Days. After discovering 
that some enterprising seniors 
had taken in upon themselves 
to load black powder and ap- 
proximately twelve rolls of toil- 
et tissue into the barrels and 
then light a fuse, thus bring- 
ing about a violent explosion 
and swirling cloud of tattered 
tissue paper, the cannons were 
put out of operating condition. 
Since then they have mutely 
guarded Tillman Hall from in- 
vasion by way of Bowman 
Field, standing proudly despite 
this ignominious end to an il- 
lustrious career begun in 1842. 
The complete history of the 
cannons is not known, but one 
of them was forged in 1842 in 
Springfield, Mass., while the 
other was forged in  1861  in 
Inside Jokes 
(Editor's N'ote—The follow- 
ing jokes were "stolen" from 
ABOUT FACE, publication of 
"Pentown Prison" in Colum- 
bia.) 
A woman who runs a nursery 
school was delivering a sta- 
tion wagon load of kids home 
one day when a fire truck 
zoomed past. Sitting in the front 
seat was a Dalmation dog. The 
children fell to discussing the 
dog's duties. 
"They use him to keep the 
crowds   back," said  one five- 
Boston. Both served in the Civil 
War (on which side it is not 
known), and they first became 
associated with Clemson in 
1949 or 1950. 
At that time the flag pole was 
moved from its original po- 
sition, midway between the 
Loggia and the chemistry 
building, to its present site. 
Prior to this time a World War 
I German Howitzer, captured 
by an army group with many 
Clemson graduates in it, had 
been guarding the flag pole, but 
when attempts were made to 
move this relic to the new flag 
pole area, the ancient gun fell 
apart. 
At this time two Civil War 
cannons were purchased, but 
they had to be stored in the base- 
ment of the old shop building 
until a loyal alumnus and his 
son contributed the money for 
their installment in the place of 
honor. 
Mr. John D. Jones and his 
son, Lt. Col. James B. Jones 
were the benefactors. 
Without Mr. Jones and his 
son and their devotion to their 
alma mater, perhaps the can- 
nons would never have been in- 
stalled ,and Clemson's Tillman 
Hall would remain unguarded 
by these handsome weapons. 
year-old. 
"No," said another," He's just 
for good luck." 
A third child brought the 
argument to an end. "They use 
the dog," he said firmly, "to 
find the fire plug." 
Two disillusioned college 
presidents were talking about 
what they would like to do if 
they had their lives to live over 
again. 
"I think I'd like to run an 
orphanage," said one. "No par- 
ents to contend with." 
His companion commented, 
"I'd rather run a penitentiary 
—no alumni pressure groups." 
Two rats polish Clemson's historic Civil War cannons that guard Tillman Hall. This has been a typical punish- 
ment for misbehaving rats since the cannons were placed on their vantage point overlooking Bowman Field. (Photo 
by John Purdy) 
Have You Thought About Your Ph.D.? 
"The Ph.D.," that durable 
soul who has usually spent four 
or more full years beyond his 
Bachelor's degree in pursuit of 
valuable knowledge in his field, 
is growing better both in num- 
bers and statures as the years 
roll by. 
One indication of this is his 
being catalogued by the Na- 
tional Research Council of the 
National Academy of Sciences. 
Council Publication No. 1,142 
of 1963 lists a total of 171,- 
000 Ph.D. degrees (or their 
equivalent) granted by the na- 
tion's schools during the 42- 
year period, 1920-61. The 
number has been doubling al- 
most every decade. 
In its preface, council officials 
noted: "The rate of develop- 
ment of modern society is seen 
to be related directly to the out- 
put of men and women who 
have achieved the highest levels 
of education." Such an observa- 
tion prompted a thorough 
study of Ph.D. production in 
the United States. 
South Carolina's colleges 
ranked 42nd among the 50 
states in giving out Ph.D.'s; 
awarding 76 doctorates; how- 
ever, the state ranked 33rd in 
producing bachelor degree- 
holders who afterwards earned 
their Ph.D.'s. There were 1,063 
\\ 
New Life" Highlights Courtyard 
By   BILL   WARLICK 
TIGER Feature Writer 
This summer a thorough 
face-lifting was given to the 
courtyard of the architecture 
building. 
In place of the former austere 
concrete and gravel paved sur- 
face is a striking sunken cen- 
tral brick court, surrounded by 
lavish foliage, and accented 
with an unusual piece of sculp- 
ture, "New Life "by John Acorn, 
assistant professor of architec- 
ture. 
J. E. Pickney, assistant pro- 
fessor of architecture, and de- 
signer of the courtyard, stated 
that the courtyard's essential 
purpose was to serve as an im- 
posing entrance to the building, 
but that he also hoped that it 
would influence students to look 
toward landscape beauty, and, 
possibly, that it would influence 
similar university-wide beauti- 
fication projects. 
The lowered central space of 
the courtyard will be used to 
accommodate informal group 
gatherings as well as to serve 
as an auditorium, class room 
and lecture room for archi- 
tectural students. It is planned 
that future awards day pro- 
grams and possibly several 
small concerts also will be held 
there. 
Materials for the courtyard 
project were selected for con- 
tinuity with the building and 
the overall design, and the trees 
were selected for their compat- 
ibility with the building. The 
castor bean plants along the 
walk ways are only temporary. 
One outstanding feature of the 
courtyard is the original sculp- 
ture created by Prof. Acorn. 
This sculpture is not a perma- 
nent feature of the courtyard, 
but will be replaced later by 
other sculptures specifically de- 
signed by members of the archi- 
tecture faculty to compliment 
the courtyard. 
Regarding the present sculp- 
ture, Prof. Acorn said, "'New 
Life' is one of many sculpture 
pieces that I have executed in 
the past few years in which I 
have attempted to express the 
forces of nature." 
Relating that the reasons for 
birth, growth, and decay were 
the motivating forces for his 
work, he confessed, "I believe 
that it is simply because of the 
joy that I experience through 
observation and thought about 
the process of life." 
The sculpture has been pre- 
viously displayed in the Mint 
Museum of Art in Charlotte, N. 
C, where it received Honorable 
Mention in the Sixth Annual 
Piedmont Painting and Sculp- 
ture Exhibition of 1965. This 
exhibition included the works of 
artists from ten Southeastern 
states. 
The sculpture is just one of 
the outstanding features which 
have been combined to make 
the new courtyard of the archi- 
tectural building a work of art 
in itself, and perhaps through 
its stimulation the worthy cause 
of promoting other such beauti- 
fication projects on the Clemson 
campus will be realized. 
Rat Hop Heads 
(Continued from page 1) 
Do," and their latest recording,' 
which is fast becoming one of 
the nation's best selling record- 
ings, "Since I Lost My Baby." 
Admission for both dances is 
$4.50 a couple. The CDA will 
also sell a block ticket which 
will permit admittance to both 
dances for the price of eight 
dollars. Tickets may be pur- 
chased at the CDA table in the 
dining hall during meal hours. 
Season tickets purchased by 
freshmen may also be picked up 
at this table. % "New Life."    (Photo by John Purdy) 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
DON'T KEEP YOUR PARENTS IN THE   DARK 
SEND THEM YOUR PAPER THIS YEAR 
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of these. 
Clemson men led those of 
other South Carolina schools 
in pursuing graduate studies to 
their doctorates. In the 42-year 
survey period, 229 Clemson 
graduates earned their Ph.D. 
degrees. Most recent informa- 
tion from the research council 
(Continued on page 6) 
Japanese Art On Display 
By   Suzanne  Culbertson 
TIGER  Feature Writer 
Are you looking for a change 
of pace—a temporary escape 
from   this   rat race existence? 
If so, the Rudolph Lee Gal- 
lery beckons you. When you 
walk through the doors, a feel- 
ing of tranquility envelops you. 
To what do you owe this mir- 
acle?—the exhibit entitled "Mod- 
ern Decorative Arts of Japan" 
which is currently being spon- 
sored by the Clemson Architect- 
ural Foundation in the gallery 
of the architecture building. 
Displayed by the third year 
design class under the direct- 
ion of Professor Reep, the art 
objects comprise a rich visual 
experience characterized by 
simplicity, beauty of form, and 
harmony of spirit. These pieces 
are personal translations of 
their creators. 
The direct expression of the 
Oriental point of view creates 
an atmosphere of airiness and 
serenity. 
Every piece is a superb ex- 
ample of expert craftsmanship 
reflecting the Japanese char- 
acter, the concern for the es- 
tablishment of a personal re- 
lation to beauty. 
The exhibit consists of var- 
ious phases of craftsmanship, 
including ceramics, laquer- 
work, metalwork, fabrics, and 
works of wood, bamboo, glass, 
and leather. Many of the pieces 
seem even more beautiful be- 
cause of the harmonious blend 
of the artistic with the utili- 
tarian. Outstanding examples 
are the delicate, intricately 
woven baskets which defy dup- 
lication   by mass production. 
The entire exhibit is well 
worth visiting, and may be 
seen weekdays and Sunday af- 
ternoons through Sept. 18. So, 
if you are looking for a few 
moments of serenity and a lift 
of spirits, go down and look 
around. 
DR. MACAULAY 
Becomes Alumni Prof 
Dr. Hugh Macaulay has re- 
turned to the scene of his "most 
unforgettable moment" as 
alumni professor of economics 
at Clemson University. 
Between full-time teaching as- 
signments here, he served 18 
months as a fiscal economist 
with the Department of Treas- 
ury in Washington and nearly 
five years as dean of Clem- 
son's Graduate School. A 
strong love for classroom 
teaching and the desire to do 
some research and writing 
prompted him to request a 
transfer from administration to 
teaching. 
Dr. Macaulay was awarded a 
Clemson alumni professorship 
this month. Made possible by 
the Clemson Alumni Loyalty 
Fund, the professorship car- 
ries an annual stipend of $1,- 
500. Clemson's other alumni 
professor is Dr. John Miller of 
the physics department. The 
recipients are selected by the 
academic deans of the univer- 
sity. 
The "unforgettable moment" 
came for Dr". Macaulay six 
years ago when his Clemson 
students honored him as a 
"great teacher" just before he 
entered government service. He 
was presented a sterling silver 
pitcher by all of his students, 
some of whom won academic 
honors and some of whom fell 
by the academic wayside. 
"The actual presentation," 
Dr.   Macaulay   recalls,   "was 
made by a Doy I had flunked." 
Since returning to Clemson 
as dean of the graduate school, 
the economist has maintained 
some classroom contact by 
teaching an economics course 
each semester. This fall he will 
revel in a full load of four 
courses, some research and 
some writing. 
A native of Seneca, Dr. Ma-, 
caulay received his B. S. and 
M. S. degrees from the Uni- 
versity of Alabama and the 
Ph.D. from Columbia Univer- 
sity. During World War II the 
slight (five-five, 125 pounds) 
professor served three years in 
the Army. An all but unnotice- 
able limp in his left leg is a re- 
minder of action in France for 
which he was awarded the Pr- 
ple Heart. 
Japanese Student 
Gives Views Of USA 
By DOTTY SCARCE 
TIGER Feature Writer 
Did ever a Clemson country 
gentleman (or lady) spend a 
pre - college days' summer 
studying in preparation for his 
college entrance exam? 
I doubt it! 
Well, Japanese boys and girls 
do, according to Masakazu 
(Kaz) Imura, an exchange stu- 
dent from Yokahama, Japan, 
sponsored by the Clemson 
Chapter of the American Field 
Service. According to him, in 
order to pass the rigid entrance 
exams to get into crowded Jap- 
anese universities, many long 
summer hours of study are re- 
quired. 
Kaz has been in the United 
States for almost a month and is 
residing with Dr. H. H. 
Macauley, professor of eco- 
nomics at Clemson University. 
He is a student at Daniel High 
School and will be in Clemson 
until June of 1966. 
Before being selected to come 
to this country, Kaz had to pass 
three hurdles. The first was a 
written examination and the 
second was an interview. The 
final test was given orally in 
Tokyo by the education min- 
istry. 
Kaz speaks English very 
well, having studied it in Japan 
for five years. Conversational 
English is not taught in his 
school, but he developed his 
by means of radio and tele- 
vision, as well as through 
American movies. 
Kaz's high school in Japan 
differs from American high 
schools in several ways. The 
American high school student 
studies four or five subjects a 
year, whereas in Japan Kaz 
takes ten or eleven subjects a 
year. The Japanese students 
do not move about from class- 
room to classroom, but remain 
in one room all day and the 
teacher comes to them. 
Kaz feels that American stu- 
dents should take more courses 
during the school year. He also 
stated that in his Japanese 
school there are few women 
teachers, and that he was sur- 
prised by the number of them 
in this country. Japanese 
women teachers usually teach 
the Japanese language, art, or 
music. 
Kaz was surprised and some- 
what disappointed when he 
came to this country and dis- 
covered that most students seek 
higher education only to ob- 
tain better social and economic 
positions in the future. He 
thought that we respected our 
freedom enough to study and to 
seek learning for the purpose 
of becoming meaningful assets 
to society. He conceded, how- 
ever, that most Japanese stu- 
dents are motivated by the same 
desires as American students. 
When Kaz arrived in this 
country, he was met in Salt 
Lake City, Utah, by the Ma- 
caulays, and, before coming to 
Clemson they toured much of 
the West. He observed that our 
cities are farther apart than are 
those of the Japanese, and he 
considers this a disadvantage 
to the people of this country. 
He was amazed by the vast 
desert lands which seemed to 
lie in waste, and he feels that 
the United States has much 
land to develop. 
He was impressed by our 
highway system because "you 
can go anywhere," and he was 
not exceptionally impressed by 
the era of the cowboy and the 
remains of the Old West be- 
cause, he said, "The ghost 
towns all looked the same to 
me." 
Kaz has already noted the 
friendly atmosphere of Clem- 
son. The Southern hospitality 
extended to him by the people 
here will no doubt lead to many 
enriching experiences during 
the coming year. 
(Continued on page 6) 
Letter To Tom 
Dear Tom, 
When the administration 
okayed this year's early return 
to campus, I'm sure they were 
prepared to face problems that 
were without precedent hereto- 
fore. In these dog days of Aug- 
ust it seems somewhat incon- 
sistent that an institution that 
realizes that lectures are best de- 
livered and received in air con- 
ditioned comfort should neglect 
the other two-thirds of the learn- 
ing process, study time. 
No student has to be told how 
difficult it has been to concen- 
trate these last few nights. Per- 
haps during one of these sweat 
sessions it has come to some of 
their minds, as it has to mine, 
that it would sure be nice if 
one or two of the air-condition- 
ed buildings on campus were 
opened to those who would like 
a cool, quiet place to study. 
Dwight Reynolds 
Hey Rats! 
By now all of you rats should 
have read Clemson's "Unwrit- 
ten'Laws in "The Rat Pact," 
but being "The Class of '69— 
the different kind" chances are 
you haven't and now is a good 
time to find out what you 
haven't been doing. Now is also 
a good time for upperclassmen 
to refresh their memories on be- 
ing Clemson gentlemen. 
A Clemson Gentleman: 
1. Speaks to every student 
and every professor at every 
opportunity. 
2. Knocks before entering 
another student's room. 
3. Leaves the door open 
while in another student's room 
if the occupant is not in. 
4. Leaves a note when he 
borrows something from 
another student's room. 
5. Never makes rude, insult- 
ing or uncalled for remarks at 
girls passing dormitories, and 
stays  away from the window 
when not fully dressed. 
6. Thanks the driver who 
gives him a lift and helps the 
driver in case he has trouble. 
7. Takes his place at the end 
of the "bumming line" without 
slipping in front of others. 
8. Never razzes a referee or 
umpire. 
9. Keeps silent while in the 
library and hospital. 
10. Pays his debts and writes 
checks only when he is sure that 
they are covered by his bank. 
11. Respects the principles 
and regulations of the Univer- 
sity. 
12. Comes to attention when 
the "Star Spangled Banner" or 
"To the Colors "is being played, 
and stands with head uncover- 
ed when the "Alma Mater" is 
being played or sung. 
13. Respects the rights of 
others in the theater by refrain- 
ing from creating disturbances. 
14. Is honest in and out of 
the classroom. 
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By OTIS McCRACKEN 
TIGER Feature Writer 
Somebody, probably my old 
lady, said flicks are flicks are 
flicks, and this week's certain- 
ly are—flicks that is. 
"The Great Spy Mission" 
If you're in the mood for ad- 
venture and suspense, you'll 
like "The Great Spy Mission" 
which begins today and plays 
through Sunday, Sept. 5. 
This MGM flick (code name 
"Operation Crossbow") stars 
George Peppard and luscious 
Sophia Loren. 
A World War II setting pro- 
vides the backdrop as George 
Peppard portrays an allied 
agent sent into Germany to 
infiltrate the top-secret German 
long - range rocket plant. 
Things begin to look dim for 
Peppard, however, when the 
estranged wife (Sophia Loren) 
of the man he is impersonating 
arrives   at his  German hotel. 
Above average performances 
linked with effective use of color 
are plus factors that make this 
flick more credulous and 
heighten the overall effect of 
high adventure. 
LYNCH DRUG COMPANY 
HEADQUARTERS FOR 
DRUG  AND SUNDRY  NEEDS 
IN 
CLEMSON 
"Genghis   Kahn" 
Continuing the high adven- 
ture theme will be "Genghis 
Kahn" starring Omar Sharif. 
This flick will begin Monday, 
Sept. 6, and will play through 
Wednesday, Sept. 8. 
Genghis Kahn, the man, is 
a legendary fiture (not usually 
studied in Hist 104 or 203, so 
don't forsake your history 
reading to view this one); the 
known facts of his life are few. 
What is definitely known about 
him, and is used in the film, is 
that he was a Mongol named 
Temujin who united the no- 
madic tribes of central Asia and 
led them to victories from China 
to the eastern borders of 
Europe. His conquets and 
those of his sons and grand- 
sons created an empire con- 
taining half the population of 
the Western world that lasted 
more than 200 years. 
Don't just sit there! Grab your 
old lady and go see a flick. 
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By ERNIE STALLWORTH 
TIGER   Sports Editor 
Football dressing rooms are smelly, dirty, and 
noisy. They are filled with frolicking, huge men. 
They stink of linament, soiled sweat shirts, and 
dirty socks. 
On a table a lineman is getting his knee wrapped. 
Jerseys come off with a grunt. A towel goes pop- 
pop and one of the giants bellows with rage. There 
is a ripping sound as tape is peeled off an ankle. 
A clatter of voices comes drifting through the steam 
of the shower. 
Shoulder pads crackle as they are put away. 
Then one by one the giants file out and the dress- 
ing room is quiet. 
Now all alone are the unknown men. They pad 
about, finishing up the day's work. The sweat 
shirts and pants are wheeled out to be sent to the 
laundry. Towels are picked up and tossed in the 
barrel. The only sound is the dripping of the 
shower. 
This is the legacy of the football manager. 
Unknown, unnoticed, unappreciated, these men 
go about their jobs. They carry water, take care 
of the footballs, help the injured, and do the thous- 
3\and and one things that are necessary to put a 
football team on the field. 
The hours are long and the pay is low. There 
are a few fringe benefits, such as traveling with the 
team on road games; butthese are meager compen- 
sation for the hours put in, 
The question is, why? 
There is only one answer—love of a game they 
do not play. 
College athletics are open to only a privileged 
few. The rest of the students are spectators. The 
managers, however, are an integral part of the 
team. 
Do you know who they are? 
THE BIG MEN 
Football games are won or lost in the interior 
of the offensive and defensive line. 
The 1965 version of the Clemson Tigers has the 
guys that make the offense go. The true photo-type 
of a Clemson line: big, strong, and mobile. 
Randy Smith at center is by far the smallest mem- 
ber of the interior of the offensive fine at 210 
pounds. Randy, from Augusta, is a junior who red- 
shirted one year. 
At the guards are Mike Facciolo and Harry 
Olszewski. Mike is a junior from Clifton Heights, 
Pennsylvania, and stands 6-2, weighing 220 
pounds. Olszewski is 6-0 and weighs 232. Harry is 
a sophomore, who starred on last year's freshman 
team. Most of his time last year was spent chasing 
quarterbacks in the opposing backfields. This year 
he will play exclusively on offense and spend his 
time chasing lineback- 
|ers. 
Big John Boyette is a 
familiar and happy sight 
for Clemson fans at tack- 
le. Boyette was injured 
after a fine sophomore 
year and was forced to 
red-shirt a year. John 
will be back for his senior 
year and is welcome at 
6-3, 231. 
Another sophomore who will be heavily counted 
on is Wayne Mass. Playing opposite Boyette at 
tackle, Wayne is not to be slighted at 6-4, 239. 
Though a sophomore, it is hoped that Wayne's 
desire and quickness will make up for his. inex- 
perience. 
At the ends will be Edgar McGee and Wayne Bell. 
Both boys weigh right at 220, Edgar being two 
inches taller at 6-4. Bell, a junior from Greenwood, 
was a regular last season and should be improved 
with his added experience. McGee lacks experience, 
but should be a great one before he's through. 
The Tigers have been 
taking two 10-minute 
breaks during afternoon 
practice with the temp- 
erature hovering in the 
low 90's. During this 
time the players are 
given a green saltive so- 
lution, which doesn't 
taste quite like iced tea. 
Coach Frank Howard 
asked one of his players 
]Ahe other day: "Son, how do you like this break?" j 
the boy replied, "I like your picnic, but I can't say 
much for your lemonade." 
Soccer Anyone? 
Frank Howard: The Early Years 
The Little Giant 
(SPECIAL TO THE TIGER) 
Howard first saw the light of day 55 years ago at 
Barlow Bend, Ala., which he described as "three 
wagon greasings from Mobile." His father, a farm- 
er, died when Frank was five and he, with his 
mother and four sisters, moved to Mobile. 
The family needed his help, and young Howard 
worked after school and on Saturdays for a bakery 
as a 10-year-old delivery boy for five dollars a 
week. 
Frank, who has created an image of a country 
bumpkin with his tobacco chewing and drawling 
flow of hillbilly dialect, actually entered the Uni- 
versity of Alabama on a scholastic scholarship. 
Coach Russ Cohen gave Howard the once over 
while in Mobile looking over a pretty good back 
named Roy Body. He went back and told his boss, 
Wallace Wade, that Frank was a good baseball 
player, but he was too small and slow to join the 
herd of Red Elephants on the gridiron at Tusca- 
loosa. 
Mr.  Wade wouldn't waste an athletic scholar- 
Becomes Tiger Head Coach 
Howard Seconds His Nomination 
(Special  To  The  Tiger) 
On a February night in 1940, 
the Clemson Athletic Council 
was in session to elect a new 
head football coach. Prof. S. R. 
"Slim" Rhodes addressed the 
chair. 
"Mr. Chairman,"hesaid,"I'd 
like to nominate Frank 
Howard." 
There was a split second of 
silence, then a lusty drawl rang 
out from the rear of the room. 
"Well, Gentlemen, I second 
that motion." 
The voice belonged to Frank 
Howard. 
Dr. Lee W. Milford, council 
chairman, put the motion and 
the election carried unanimous- 
ly. 
What had happened was this. 
The athletic council was con- 
sidering Howard, their line 
coach, as a successor to Jess 
Neely, who had just resigned 
to go to Rice Institute. They had 
called Frank into the meeting to 
talk over policy matters. He 
stayed on for the voting, and 
legally or otherwise, to second 
his own nomination. 
Whatever the import of the 
action that February night in 
1940, it launched the favorite 
son of Barlow Bend, Alabama, 
onto a successful coaching and 
athletic directing career which 
this year reached into the 26th 
year. 
VICTORIES AND FAME 
The job that balding, stocky, 
loquacious Frank Howard 
turned in at Clemson proved 
mutually satisfactory and prof-, 
itable. 
It served to raise the small 
state-supported school in the 
South Carolina red hills, whose 
prior claim to renown had 
consisted mainly of winning 
the state championship, to 
national prominence and fi- 
nancial security,  athletic-wise. 
To Howard, his 140victories 
over a 25 year period have 
brought fame and a reasonable 
amount of fortune. As a foot- 
ball authority and speaker, he 
has no peer. 
His    Clemson   Tigers   have 
taken more bowl jaunts and 
won more of these post season 
games than any other team in 
the Atlantic Coast Conference, 
which is their home league. On 
seven outings they brought 
back crowns from the Cotton, 
Gator, Orange, and Blubbon- 
net Bowls and lost once each 
in the Sugar, Orange, and 
Gator Bowls for a 4 and 3 
tally. 
He   has   held   high   school 
coaching clinics in most parts 
of the country. In 1958 he and 
three assistants were sent by the 
Department of Defense to con- 
duct clinics for the armed forces 
in Germany. 
In 17 of the 25 seasons he 
has completed as head man, 
his Tigers have played better 
than .500 ball. 
Frank and his old boss, Jess 
Neely at Rice, are the only big- 
time coaches still in harness at 
the same school 26 consecu- 
tive years. 
Beginning Of An Era 
ship on him, but he managed a Birmingham 
News grant for worthy boys with good records for 
one year. 
Frank had been president of his junior and senior 
high school classes and had well over a "B" aver- 
age. At graduation there were six medals awarded 
for various high school achievement. Five could 
be to a girl or boy and one exclusively to a girl. 
Howard carried home five of the medals. 
FROM TWELFTH TEAM TO STARDOM 
Howard started on the twelfth freshman team at 
guard. He played two seconds in the first game and 
practically all the remaining schedule. 
As a sophomore he made the varsity and re- 
ceived a football scholarship. At 185 pounds he 
became the "little giant" of the huge Alabama line. 
The Clemson ringmaster's brand of football is 
leather poppin! He learned it the hard way. In 
the Alabama-Tennessee game at Knoxville the 
radio announcer reported that Howard had to be 
carted from the field. 
When he got back to the hotel he had a wire from 
his mother in Mobile. "Am packed and ready to 
come immediately if you need me." 
Next New Year's Day in the Rose Bowl the Tide 
kicked off to Washington State. Mr. Wade's prized 
senior guard went down under the kickoff. 
"They formed a flyingwedge—itwaslegal then. It 
was led by a big tackle by the name of Turk Ed- 
wards. I had seen one of our boys, Dave Boykin, 
dive right under a flying wedge and get the ball 
carrier. 
"I decided I'd be# a hero, so I dived. Man, I 
thought the stands had caved in on me. The play 
stopped all right and everybody got up but me. I 
couldn't move. Suddenly I thought about my 
mother back home listening to that radio. Then I 
knew I had to get up." He played the entire game 
and Alabama won, 24-0. 
TO   THE ROLLING HILLS 
When Jess Neely left Alabama as assistant and 
came to Clemson in 1931 to become head coach, 
he brought Howard, one of his pupils, as an assist- 
ant. 
"My title was line coach," Howard recalled. "But 
I also coached track—I got me a book about track 
coaching on the way to Clemson—was ticket man- 
ager, recruiter, and had charge of the equipment. In 
my spare time I cut grass, lined off the fields and 
ran the canteen while the regular man went to eat." 
The scissors he cuts his tobacco with were first 
given to him by the late J. C. Littlejohn, Clemson 
business manager, to clip tickets. 
While line coach in 1939 the Tiger's record (8-1) 
was good enough to merit a trip to Dallas where 
Clemson met undefeated Boston College under 
Frank Leahy in the 1940 Cotton Bowl. Though 
underdogs, the Tigers whipped the proud Eagles, 
6-3. 
Frank Howard In 1965 - Still He Pushes On 
The Golden Fifties . . . 
Soccer Club Faces Strong Schedule 
The fine record of last year's Clem- 
son Soccer Club has given the team 
a chance to play strong teams in the 
coming season. 
A tremendous team effort in addition 
to some fine individual efforts led last 
year's team to a 3-1 season. The only 
loss came at the hands of a semi- 
professional team, the Asheville No- 
mads. The team avenged this defeat 
in a return match. 
This season Georgia Tech, U. N. 
C, Emory, Furman, and Asheville 
have been scheduled. Brevard and 
other small colleges would also like 
to  play   the   Tigers from   Clemson. 
Dikran (Turk) Ornekian, Don Shel- 
ley, and several other fine offensive 
players return to set hopes high for a 
fine season. 
The defense will be led by Nat 
Hanano, Robert Castles, Dan Goss. 
The famous goalie Bill "Stonewall" 
Wallace and other defensive stalwarts 
also return. 
Clemson has offered its support to 
the club to build a good team. Since 
the schedule calls for additional 
games, added individuals will be need- 
ed too. 
Anyone interested in joining the 
club may contact John Kenny, this 
semester's president, or report to the 
practice field   behind Death  Valley. 
Practice is held at 4:30 on Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday. A good 
showing by the club this year could 
place  them   in the ACC next year. 
(Special To The Tiger) 
"I like it pretty good here." 
Frank Howard, head coach 
and athletic director, must in- 
deed "like it pretty good here." 
Howard begins his 35th year in 
Clemson harness this fall, either 
as a line coach or as head 
coach. 
All the years at Tigertown 
have not dimmed Howard's en- 
thusiasm. He is still just as 
e~ager for play to begin as he 
was as a young man out of 
Alabama in 1931. 
He learned his football under 
Wallace Wade, his coach at 
Alabama, and Jess Neely, his 
boss for nine years at Clemson. 
He's been learning ever since. 
An expert on the single-wing 
for twenty-two years, Howard 
changed to the T-formation in 
1953. 
Now in 1965, Howard 
changes to the Clemson "I" 
and various spread forma- 
tions. This year will also be the 
first time the Tigers have used 
the two platoon system since 
1951. 
PLANNING AHEAD 
Athletic Director Howard has 
laid out the work for Head 
Coach Howard. 
Between now «nd 1970, the 
Tigers take on the seven teams 
of the tough Atlantic Coast Con- 
ference, including the perennial- 
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Added to the schedule will be 
Alabama and Auburn for four 
games each, Southern Cal once, 
Texas Christian three times, 
Georgia four times, and 
Georgia Tech five. 
The Tigers will play before an 
estimated average of 300,000 
fans each year. 
To play such a demanding 
schedule, Coach Howard must 
recruit freshmen who are not 
only good football players, but 
good students. This year's 
freshman team has a roster of 
67 players, over 20 of which 
are students without financial 
aid who are trying to make the 
team. 
At Clemson Frank has seen 
the school grow from an en- 
rollment of 1,200 in 1931 to 
over 5,000 this fall. Its growth 
and     expanded     curriculum 
caused the "college" to become 
Clemson University. 
He has replaced the 12,000 
seat stadium with a modern edi- 
fice in "Death Valley" below 
the campus which will hold 50,- 
000 fans. Its press box has re- 
ceived the service and merit 
awards, highest recognition of 
the Football Writers Associa- 
tion of America. 
Shortly he will see a coliseum 
and continued expansion of the 
strengthened basketball pro- 
gram. 
The Clemson of 1965 is noth- 
ing like the Clemson of 1931. 
Yet it is Frank Howard's Clem- 
son. Everywhere the "Grand 
Old Man" of Clemson football 
has left his mark on the face of 
the Clemson of today. And even 
now he is planning and pushing 
forward to build the Clemson 
that is to come. 
Alabama, Auburn, Southern Cal.. 
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The Clemson "l"-Charlie Waller Explains The Offense 
By   SAMMIE   CARROS 
TIGER   Sports   Writer 
"We are changing because we feel it's the best way 
to move the ball and to win with the personnel we 
have. The boys have taken to the "I" and Pro- 
Set like ducks to water." 
Those were the words of offensive coach Charlie 
Waller last Thursday morning in his office. Coach 
Waller came to Clemson as offensive coach in 
January 1957, after serving two years in a similar 
position at the University of Texas. 
Born  November 26, 1932 in Griffin, Georgia, 
Waller attended high school there and lettered in 
football and basketball.  He graduated in 1942 
from Oglethorpe College where he played second 
base on the baseball team  and was captain of 
the school's last football team in 1941. He played 
halfback and quarterback and won the outstanding 
blocking trophy his senior year. 
(     In   1942 Waller entered the Navy as  a chief 
specialist and was discharged in 1945 as a lieu- 
tenant (Jg). He was named head coach at Decatur 
(Ga.) High School in 1947 after serving for one 
Fall Baseball  Drills 
Start For '66 Team 
By  HENRY HAHN 
TIGER   Sports   Writer 
Fall practice has begun for 
the  1966 edition of the Tiger 
baseball team. 
Coach Bill Wilhelm plans to 
have the best team that Clem- 
son has produced in many 
years. 
Last season, the Tigers finish- 
ed in the second spot in the 
Atlantic Coast Conference. 
Throughout the season, the 
Tigers were right up there in 
contention for the title, the 
death-blow to their title hopes 
was the losing ofthreeoutofthe 
four last games during an ex- 
tended northern trip. 
This year, the scheduling will 
have these four last games here 
at Clemson, where the Tigers 
can get that support they'll need 
for a stretch drive for a title. 
The Tigers will be fielding an 
extremely strong and exper- 
ienced team this season. Of the 
four players selected last year 
for all-conference, three are re- 
turning. Only Tommy Chap- 
man will be missing. Tommy 
was signed by the Phillies and 
played for them this year in 
Miami. Overall, only three let- 
termen will not be returning, sc 
we can look forward to the same 
brand of baseball as last year 
but on an improved basis. 
The three returning Tigers 
from last years all-conference 
team are Rusty Adkins, Jack 
McCall, and Lawton Cowart. 
Adkins, a Fort Mill junor, in 
addition to making all-con- 
ference, was selected for the 
all-district three team and the 
second Ail-American team. 
Already, Adkins has been 
drafted by a major league 
team, the Houston Astros, but 
he has so far declined to sign 
any contracts. 
Coach Wilhelm believes that, 
"Rusty is one of the two finest 
little players in the country and 
the other one is Jack McCall." 
McCall is a senior hailing from 
Greenville and playing short- 
stop for the Tigers. Lawton 
Cowart comes from Anderson 
and played third base for last 
year's All-Conference team. 
As it stands now, this will be 
the probable starting infield: 
IB Ellis Dantzler, a .303 hitter 
last year, 2B Rusty Adkins, 
SS   Jack   McCall,   and  at 3B 
Lawton Cowart. 
Also returning this year will 
be Bill Parma (P), Charles Wat- 
son (P), Eddie Barbary (C), 
Garry Helms (SS), and George 
Sutton (RF). 
Coach Wilhelm will be us- 
ing four sophomore pitchers 
to bolster his staff this year. 
He is undecided on where his 
other sophomore players can 
be of best use. 
This year, there was a good 
turnout of Frosh for fall prac- 
tice.  Fall practice is aimed at 
principally getting a look at the 
incoming Freshmen, and work- 
ing with the Sophomores. 
Coach Wilhelm says that, 
"Anyone who is eligible is urged 
to try out for the team." Now is 
the time to try out.  
Wolfpack Story: 
Tears And Wins 
Earle Edwards, head mentor 
at N. C. State, has his famous 
crying towel out for the third 
straight year—the previous two 
he has captured the ACC title. 
"This is my most inex- 
perienced squad in five years," 
claims Edwards. He has 16 re- 
turning lettermen. Thirty-one 
boys from the last two ACC 
championships have left, leav- 
ing ten seniors. The holes must 
be filled by a dozen sophomores 
and some squad veterans, but 
no lettermen. 
The Wolfpack began prac- 
tice for defense of their title 
this past Wednesday. This gives 
them a handicap of being ten 
days behind Clemson, then- 
opening opponent. 
Halfback Shelby Mansfield 
and quarterback Page Ashby 
will co-captain the Wolfpack 
for the '65 season. State will 
have two-a-day practices until 
September 9. 
ATTENTION! 
Tryouts for Clemson Fresh- 
men Track Team have now 
started. All Frosh interested in 
running Freshman track next 
spring—report to Coach Green- 
field at the Field House immed- 
iately. 
Sharpening Up 
year as assistant coach. 
As head coach at Decatur he won 43, lost 3 
and tied 1—winning the last 25 consecutive games 
plus two state championships in four years. He 
was 1949 "coach of the year" in Georgia. 
In 1951 Waller joined the Auburn stall as of- 
fensive backfield coach. His 1954 backfield, con- 
sisting of Bobby Freeman, Bob James, Dave Mid- 
dleton, and Joe Childress, is what he calls the 
"best college backfield he ever saw." 
Waller moved to the University of Texas in 
1955 as offensive coach. After two years there he 
moved to Clemson, where he is now beginning 
his ninth year. 
He is married to the former Maxine Ellis of 
Montgomery, Alabama, and they are the parents 
of three daughters, Cheryl Lynne, Karen Jo, and 
Mary Frances. 
Coach Waller spoke candidly last Thursday of 
the new offensive look at Clemson. 
"First of all I'd like to get one thing straight: 
we are not copying Tom Nugent at Clemsontnor 
have we consulted with him. 
"During the 1964 summer Coach Howard and 
I attended a coaching clinic and discussed the "I" 
formation with Southern Cal's John McKay who 
had utilized the "I" as well as anyone. 
"We had intended to switch to the "I" last sea- 
son, but when we saw the boys were having 
trouble with the "T" formation we forgot about 
it. When the 1964 season ended,coach Howard 
and I travelled to clinics. 
"We discussed the new formation with Frank 
Broyles of Arkansas, Ara Parseghian of Notre 
Dame, and Norman Van Brocklin, and many 
others. After visiting Florida State and other 
campuses which had installed the "I", Coach 
Howard and I returned to Clemson and put the 
best of all these ideas together." 
Coach Waller pointed out that this is not some- 
thing that they are grabbing at to just be chang- 
ing. A lot of thought and study has gone into 
this, and they have come up with what they con- 
sider the Clemson "I" you might say. 
"But it isn't the formation that wins for you. It's 
the blocking, running, and execution by the per- 
sonnel that wins for you, and we feel we have the 
personnel this year," Waller stated. 
"This new type offense," he went on, "puts a 
greater burden on the defense, too. You can line 
up in the "I" but shift to another formation. The 
defense will be lined up for the "I" and may not 
be able to completely readjust to the shift. So the 
defense   can  never   really  be sure of anything. 
"There are many formations we can run from 
in this new offense. With this variety and diversi- 
fication, I think we can move the ball better, 
"and this is one reason why we're changing over. 
"Our offensive line has greatly improved from 
last year. They are much bigger up front. 
"The starting ends," Waller proceeded, "appear 
to be Edgar McGee and Wayne Bell, the tackles 
John Boyette and Wayne Mass, the guards Mike 
Facciolo and Harry Olszewski, and Randy Smith 
at center. 
"Quarterback Tom Ray has experience and has 
improved tremendously as passer and team play- 
er. Jim Addison will share in the signal calling 
duties. The tailback will carry the brunt of the run- 
ning attack, and Hugh Mauldin heads this list. He 
will be backed by Buddy Gore and Tom Duley. 
"The fullback position will be shared by Bob 
Baldwin and Bo Ruffner. Phil Rodgers and Fred 
Kelley have looked verj good at the flanker po- 
sition. " 
(Continued on page 6) 
Linebackers Key Tiger Defense 
By  BILL WILLIS 
TIGER   Sports   Writer 
What is the key to the Tigers' 
defense this year? 
The linebackers. 
Who are the linebackers? 
Bill Hecht, 205 pound right 
linebacker from Staunton, Va., 
and Joe Waldrep, 215 pound 
left defender from Lanett, Ala. 
Both are looking forward to 
this season because of the new 
two-platoon system. 
Hecht's eagerness is that he is 
playing on a defensive team 
that has much spirit, pride, and 
unification. "Even though this 
defensive team is light, it is 
extremely agile and alert,"says 
Bill. 
Waldrep feels great antici- 
pation because he will be part 
of a rugged group which likes 
to keep the ball from advanc- 
ing.  Also, Joe believes that 
Bill and he will have to be 
the backbone of the defensive 
team, and that this will call 
for a sense of responsibility. 
Both    Waldrep   and    Hecht 
chose   their   positions   in the 
spring. 
In fact, both claim that they 
have been able to concentrate 
their efforts and have noticed 
such improvements as mental 
alertness and confidence in their 
position. 
What makes the linebacking 
position so important? Coach 
Bob Smith, defensive coach, ex- 
plained that the linebacker must 
defend against the run first and 
the pass second. This makes the 
position extremely difficult, but 
gives theplayeragreaterversa- 
tility. As such, the linebacker 
slot could be called the utility 
position. 
What is the greatest improve- 
ment in this year's defense? 
Linebacker Hecht mentioned 
that the emphasis on spontan- 
eous "gang-tackling" was im- 
pressive, while Joe felt that the 
over-all team attitude and spirit 
was encouraging. Both players 
expressed pleasure over the fact 
that the defensive unit is re- 
sponding quickly and pursuing 
the ball carrier. "This should 
cause some fumbles," added 
Hecht with emphasis. 
What do both players think 
about the  N.   C.   State game? 
Bill vowed that the game 
was  most prominent in  his 
thoughts, but he hinted that 
the Virginia game has some 
meaning for him now since 
he will be playing in his home 
state for the last time. 
Joe Waldrep felt that Coach 
Earle Edwards would bring a 
.tough team that likes to play 
; aggressive football to Clemson. 
How does the rest of the de- 
fense stack up? 
Linebacker Waldrep had 
much praise for the tackles and 
the ends. "The defensive ends 
are doing a good job of turn- 
ing the offensive sweeps in; this 
helps the linebacker to move 
with the flow of the play," he 
said. 
Bill Hecht put emphasis on 
the fact that the linebacker 
. basicly backs up the defensive 
line, but he stressed the fact 
that the linebacker had to re- 
ceive considerable help from 
the tackles as well as the guards. 
How do Joe and Bill feel 
about student spirit and sup- 
port? Hecht expressed his sin- 
Waldrep asked that every true 
cere gratitude for the large stu-. 
dent turnouts for practice, and 
he felt that continuing support 
would give the whole team a 
desire to perform with more 
enthusiasm. 
Tiger follow the suggestions of 
t 
the Central Spirit Committee, 
since the members are dedi- 
cated to furthering Clemson 
spirit, and after all the pre- 
game preparations are over, 
both players agree that the 
single most inspiring thing on 
the field is the sound of "Tiger 
Rag." 
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upperclassmen and rats 
"Razor" Leads Offense 
Senior Linebacker Joe Waldrep 
By   SAM   PAPANDREOU 
TIGER  Sportswriter 
A "Razor" and a "Needle" are 
the keys to a successful season 
for the Tigers this year. 
Thomas Ray and Jim Addi- 
son, the Clemson quarterbacks 
for the coming season, are the 
"Razor" and "Needle," respec- 
tively. 
Thomas Ray, a 5-10, 1761b. 
senior from Columbia, attend- 
ed Eau Claire High School and 
played football under Art 
Baker, Clemson's new frosh 
football coach. He earned three 
football letters and four track 
letters. 
Ray entered Clemson in Sept. 
1961. After playing two years 
under the "T" formation with 
the varsity, he has now had to 
switch to the "I" and "pro- 
set". His reaction to this is sim- 
ilar to that of the entire team. 
Yeah, I'm really enthusiastic 
about our new offense," Ray 
stated. One big advantage of it 
is that it's difficult for the op- 
position to defense the right per- 
son. You see we can shift and 
throw the defense off. 
"This offense also gives us a 
more wide open attack. We 
learned a lot in spring practice, 
and the team is feeling more at 
home now with this new forma- 
tion." 
Ray seems to feel that the of- 
fense will have more punch 
also, for they will be resting 
while the defense is in. 
When asked about his receiv- 
ers, Ray replied, "We have a 
good group of ends. They are 
bigger than last year, and we 
have more depth." 
Helping Ray at the quarter- 
back slot will be Jimmy Addi- 
son, a 6-0, 163 lb. sophomore 
from Fairfax,  Alabama. Jim- 
Thomas Ray 
my ran signal calling chores 
with Charlie Ellenburg for the 
freshmen last year. 
Addison received his nick- 
name of«"Needle" from Coach 
Howard, his trim frame being a 
natural. 
Addison's big break came in 
the spring, when Ray was in- 
jured. Howard moved him up 
from the sixth team, and he 
sparkled. Since then he has re- 
mained second to Ray. 
Jim feels the team has great 
potential. "If we win a few at 
the outset, there'll be no stop- 
ping us." 
Both Ray and Addison agree 
that the confidence of the boys 
will be a big factor in having 
a   good year.   However,  they 
Art Baker Joins Tiger Staff As Frosh Coach 
By JERRY BARON 
TIGER   Sportswriter 
"I've always admired Clem- 
son." 
Art Baker, the new freshman 
coach is ecstatic about the uni- 
versity and its athletic pro- 
gram. 
Baker went on to say, "There 
is a spirit at Clemson that is 
really hard to get—it involves 
the students, the faculty, the 
alumni, and the teams." 
Baker originally comes from 
Sumter, where his long football 
career began as a halfback for 
Sumter High. 
Baker went on to Presby- 
terian College, where he grad- 
uated in 1953. While at Pres- 
byterian, Baker played foot- 
ball and wrestled. Baker played 
his first two years at PC as a 
quarterback, moving over to 
halfback for his junior and 
senior years. 
Right after graduation, Art 
entered the Army for two years. 
Upon his discharge, Baker be- 
came the football coach at Mc- 
Call for two years. He then 
went to Newberry High for two 
years, where he a'so assisted 
the college during the spring. 
Immediately before coming 
to Clemson, Baker was the foot- 
ball coach at Eau Claire High 
in Columbia. For six seasons, 
L. C. MARTIN 
DRUG COMPANY 
Your Qtexaii) Store 
OVER 
HALF A CENTURY 
OF TRADITIONAL 
SERVICE TO CLEMSON - 
- WITH A SMILE - 
he coached tough triple A foot- 
ball, compiling a 43-16-7 rec- 
ord. In 1963, his team went as 
far as the state playoff, only to 
be defeated. Again in 1964, 
Baker's team was state runner- 
up. 
Baker sent Tommy Ray and 
Billy Ward to Clemson, al- 
though he admitted, "I sent 
most of my players to U. S. C. 
Right now, four are at Caro- 
lina, and two should be starters 
this season." 
guy to work for. It's a real 
pleasure for me to be part of 
his staff." 
Baker has now settled down 
in Clemson with his wife, the 
former Edith Edens, and his 
four children, Artie, 10 years; 
Kim, 9 years, his only daugh- 
ter; Ryan, two and a half years; 
and Curtis, nine months. 
It seems that Clemson agrees 
with Baker as he "really likes 
it here, everything about it. 
Clemson is a real fine com- 
munity." 
Baker added these comments 
on the prowess of the Tigers 
over the years: "Clemson has a 
trademark as it always has ex- 
tremely fine competitors due to 
the experience of the coaching 
staff. Coach Howard is a great 
also agree that the backing of 
the students is almost as im- 
portant. 
Although he has not seen var- 
sity action, the coaches feel he 
will be able to carry the attack. 
He admits that he likes to run 
more than to pass. 
When asked about his feelings 
toward the offense, he replied, 
"This offense has more forma- 
tions and sets and will give a 
wider open brand of game. 
"The spirit has been tremend- 
ous thus far, especially by all 
the sophomores. The team has 
improved over last year and the 
line is bigger and better. We're 
also better defensively." 
Today Marks End 
Of Play Tryouts 
Today is the last day for try- 
outs for the Clemson Players' 
forthcoming play "The Rain- 
maker," a comedy by N. Rich- 
ard Nash. It's a play about a 
miracle man who comes to a 
small midwestern town and 
promises to conjure up some 
rain. However, as he begins to 
work his hocus pocus, he starts 
to act like Dan Cupid instead. 
The Broadway cast included 
such stars as Geraldine Page 
and Darren McGaven. 
All students who are interest- 
ed in any aspect of drama and 
the theater should come to room 
108 of the English building be- 
tween 3 and 5 p.m. to try out 
for this play. 
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Campus News Round-Up 
Literary Society 
The Calhoun Literary So- 
ciety will hold an informal 
drop-in at 8:30 p.m., Monday 
night, Sept. 6. Interested stu- 
dents should meet in the con- 
ference room of the office sec- 
tion of the arts and sciences 
complex. Refreshments will be 
served. 
Debate Team 
The Clemson University De- 
bate Team, the oldest activity 
on campus, will hold a drop- 
in on the first floor of the Eng- 
lish office building in the faculty 
lounge Monday at 7:30 p.m. 
Interested, experienced indi- 
viduals, as well as experienced 
debators are especially urged to 
attend, as all positions in the 
novice division (first year de- 
bators) are available. Refresh- 
ments will be served. 
Freshmen Proofs 
Freshmen proofs will be dis- 
tributed Fri., Sept. 3, from 9 
a.m^ until 5:30 p.m. in the 
TAPS office on the 9th level of 
the student center. This will be 
the last chance freshmen will 
have to pick up proofs. 
Military Engineers 
The Society of American Mili- 
tary Engineers will meet Wed- 
nesday night, Sept. 8, at 7:30 
in the basement of the geology 
building. All old members are 
urged to bring a prospective 
Have You Thought 
(Continued from page 3) 
lists    33   additional   Clemson 
men with the Ph.D. earned in 
1962 and 1963. 
At the time of the survey, 
Clemson had granted only one 
Ph.D. In the three years since, 
17 other Ph.D.'s have been 
earned at Clemson. In 1965, 
former Graduate School Dean 
Hugh Macaulay anticipated an 
output of 14 additional doc- 
torates. 
Clemson men earned their 
doctorates in all five major 
fields in 1920-61: biological 
sciences 117, physical sciences 
71, social sciences 20, educa- 
tion 19, and arts and profess- 
ions 2. 
A high percentage of the 
Clemson B. S. degree holders 
returned to Clemson to teach 
upon receipt of their Ph.D.'s. 
The list is headed by the late 
Robert F. Poole, who earned 
his B. S. at Clemson in 1916, 
and his Ph.D. in phytopath- 
ology at Rutgers in 1921. Dr. 
Poole served as Clemson's 
president, 1940-1958. Present- 
ly on the Clemson faculty and 
research staff are 40 Ph.D.'s 
who earned their B. S. degrees 
at Clemson. 
South Carolina's colleges 
and their B. S. degree-holders 
who earned Ph.D. degrees in 
1920-61 are as follows: 
Clemson 229, University of 
South Carolina 210, Furman 
143, Wofford 118, The Citadel 
79, College of Charleston 67, 
Erskine 42, Winthrop 34, Pres- 
by' nan 33, South Carolina 
Sta.a 23, Newberry 22, Bene- 
dict 9, Bob Jones 8, Coker 8, 
Converse 8, Claflin 7, Alen 6, 
Lander 5, Columbia College 4, 
Columbia Bible 3, Medical Col- 
lege of South Carolina 3, Lime- 
stone 2. 
Four Seasons 
(Continued  from page  1) 
Gaudio, tenor from N. Y. As a 
youngster, he studied piano 
and later taught himself to play 
the organ. He joined the Royal 
Teens and wrote one of their hit 
songs "Short Shorts." In 1960, 
he joined Frankie, Tommy, 
and Nick. 
Sponsored by the Clemson 
YMCA, the Four Seasons' con- 
cert tomorrow should be one of 
the best ever presented here, ac- 
cording to "Y" secretary Roy 
Cooper. Tickets may be pur- 
chased in thet dining hall or at 
the university field house for 
$2.50 per person and $4.00 
per couple. 
new member. Any freshman 
interested in broadening his 
campus life is urged to attend 
this meeting. 
S. A. M. E. is open to both 
Army and Air Force cadets, 
and both are encouraged to 
take advantage of this oppor- 
tunity. 
Industrial Engineers 
The American Institute of In-' 
dustrial   Engineers   will meet 
Tuesday, Sept. 7, at 7:00 p.m., 
in room 118 of the industrial 
engineering building. 
This meeting will be con- 
cerned with taking care of the 
upcoming business, several stu- 
i dents will speak on their sum- 
mer jobs, and the initiation 
program will be set forth. 
All membership applications 
must be completed by the end of 
the meeting. 
Glee Club 
The Clemson University Glee 
Club will meet Monday after- 
noon at 4:00 in room 114 of 
the geology bldg. Persons in- 
terested in joining the club are 
urged to attend. All types of 
voices are needed, so if you' 
think you would like to join, 
please come by and hear the 
most distinguished singing 
group on campus. 
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New Clarification Of Rat Rules 
Topic Of Initial Senate Meeting 
By JOHN DICKERSON 
Assistant Secretary of the 
Student   Senate 
On Monday night at nine o'- 
clock in the civil engineering 
auditorium, the Student Senate 
of Clemson University held its 
first meeting. Clarification of 
the rat rules bill was the main 
topic on the agenda. 
By the action of the new rat 
rules bill passed by the 64-65 
Senate, all freshmen are re- 
quired to greet upperclass- 
men. It was pointed outtothe 
senate that many freshmen 
are ignoring this rule. Sec- 
ondly, all freshmen (this in- 
cludes coeds) are required to 
sit in the rat section. Failure 
to comply with the above two 
rules is a Freshman Court 
offense. 
Gray Walsh, president of the 
Regimental Headquarters 
Head Announced By PR's 
Fourth Regimental Head- 
quarters of the Pershing Rifles 
became operational for the year 
1965-66 on Aug. 25 at Clemson 
University. It began this year 
with a new staff and a new ad- 
visor. The advisor is Maj. Al- 
len T. Ford from the military 
science department. Selected as 
the new regimental commander 
for this year is PR Col. John 
Fernandez, an arts and sciences 
major from Elberton, Ga. The 
executive officer for 1965-66 is. 
Clemson Students Participate 
In Dartmouth Design Course 
Four undergraduate engi- 
neering students from Clemson 
University were among25 par- 
ticipants in an engineering de- 
sign course at Dartmouth Col- 
lege's Thayer School of Engi- 
neering the summer term. The 
sophomore course, Introduc- 
tion to Engineering, was de- 
veloped at Dartmouth to give 
students a practical engineer- 
ing assignment at an early 
stage in their curriculum. 
Clemson students selected to 
participate were  Carl P. Nel- 
CU Players Set 
SeptemberMeeting 
The Clemson Players will 
hold their first meeting of the 
new school year Tuesday, Sept. 
7, at 6:30 p.m. in meeting room 
8 above the Loggia. All stu- 
dents interested in joining the 
Clemson Players are urged to 
attend this brief meeting. 
Concert Series 
(Continued from page 1) 
9. The four pianists have 
thrilled audiences throughout 
the United States and Canada. 
The Chicago Symphony, the 
nation's third oldest, will be 
playing in the field house on 
Mar. 4. Its conductor, Jean 
Martinon, is widely acclaimed 
for his interpretations of the 
music of all nations. 
On Mar. 17, the concert sche- 
dule will come to a close with 
the presentation of Carlos Mon- 
toya and his flamenco guitar 
artistry. Montoya's incredible 
technique has made him one of 
the most spectacular artists on 
the concert stage. 
Dr. C. B. Green, chairman of 
the Fine Arts Series Committee, 
of which the concert series is a 
part, stated, "The committee 
members have worked hard to 
procure whatl think is the best 
program series in our history. 
The reason it is so good is be- 
cause of the work of Miss Vir- 
ginia Shanklin, a past com- 
mittee member." 
All regularly enrolled Clem- 
son students are admitted to the 
concerts on presentation of 
identification cards. General 
admission season tickets may 
be obtained by mail or at the 
university department of bands 
office. General admission sea- 
son tickets for adults cost $7 
and $4 each for students. The 
student tickets are for public 
school children, college stu- 
dents not enrolled at Clemson, 
and wives of Clemson students 
son, Jr., of Charleston, Joseph 
W. Culp of Rock Hill, W. Evans 
Reynolds of Sumter, and Lynn 
Lease of Clemson. 
The summer course was 
taught by seven visiting faculty 
members in a design education 
workshop sponsored by the 
National Science Foundation. 
Douglas W. Bradbury, pro- 
fessor of mechanical engineer- 
ing at Clemson, was among the 
visiting professors. 
This summer the students 
were dedicated to improving 
the mobility of the paralyzed. 
The projects were centered 
around the Crotched Mountain 
Rehabilitation Center near 
Greenfield, N. H., a diagnostic, 
educational, and research fa- 
cility for the handicapped. The 
students visited the center and 
selected and carried out their 
own design projects, working 
closely with the crippled chil- 
dren and therapists. 
The Clemson students helped 
develop two curb-climbing de- 
vices, an overhead rail-trans- 
port system and a universal 
portable hoist for wheelchairs. 
Career Day 
(Continued from page 1) 
Such fields as sales, finance, 
medicine, engineering, law, I. 
B. M., and textiles are repre- 
sented. Representatives from 
the fields of chemistry, econom- 
ics, management, and English 
will also be there. In all, there 
will be over twenty-five repre- 
sentatives from over twenty- 
five different career fields par- 
ticipating. 
Career Day will begin in the 
chemistry auditorium at 7:30 
p.m. After President Edwards 
gives a brief opening address, 
the businessmen and students 
will move to the arts and science 
complex, where the students will 
be free to go into the different 
rooms and talk with the repre- 
sentatives from the different 
career fields. 
Charlie Waller 
(Continued from page 5) 
The Tigers plan to run the 
fullback wide more this year 
and to pass more. The new 
two platoon system will allow 
them to make adjustments fast- 
er and easier and bring better 
football to the spectator. 
"The boys seem real en- 
thused over the new forma- 
tion, and come Sept. 181 believe 
we'll be ready," Waller con- 
cluded. 
Students! 
DO YOU WANT TO BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF CLEMSON? 
JOIN  THE  TIGER  STAFF 
You don't have to know how to write to work on the 
TIGER. If you are interested, come up any Monday, Tues- 
day or Wednesday night to the office, top floor of the 
Student Center. 
PR Lt. Col. Gene L. Spence, 
a mechanical engineering 
major from Charleston. 
Filling out the rest of the staff 
for the new year are: S-l, PR 
Maj. Leland E. Anderson of 
Clemson; asst., PR 2nd Lt. 
Charles W. Bishop of Atlanta, 
Ga.; S-2, PR Maj. Joe E. Mit- 
chell of Woodruff; asst., PR 2nd 
Lt. Thomas A. Bukovac of Fort 
Mill; S-3 PR Maj. Lory M. 
Johnson of Sumter; 1st asst., 
PR 1st Lt. John H. Beckroge 
of Columbia; 2nd asst., PRSgt. 
Henry J. Reed of Charleston; 
S-4, PR Maj. James C. Grif- 
fin, Jr., of Greenwood; 1st. asst., 
PR 2nd Lt. Harold D. Jackson 
of Myrtle Beach; 2nd asst., PR 
Sgt. William O. Noffz of Ninety 
Six; P. I. O., PR Maj. Francis 
L. Kapp of Sumter; and asst., 
PR 2nd Lt. Robert E. Jack- 
son of Greenville. 
The headquarters has com- 
mand of over sixteen Pershing 
Rifle companies throughout the 
states of South Carolina, North 
Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, 
and Alabama. 
The regiment's largest op- 
eration is the annual Regiment- 
al Drill Meet in which teams 
from the different schools com- 
pete for the title of Best Drill 
Unit within the regiment. 
According to Commander 
Fernandez, "The staff is look- 
ing forward to an outstanding 
year, and we anticipate obtain- 
ing several additional units to' 
join   the   regiment this year." 
rr Cool Cats a 
(Continued from page 2) 
one had left behind. Their trays 
looked like a bottling company 
after they left the milk machine. 
And when they reached the end 
of the line, they officiously or- 
dered two Rats to come carry 
their trays for them (how about 
it, Rats, do you find anything 
upper about classmen such as 
these?). 
student body, sent two appoint- 
ments to the Ways and Means 
Committee for senate approval. 
The appointees are Terry Alex- 
ander, replacing E. T. White as 
chairman of the Ways and 
Means Committee, and George 
H. Wood, filling the vacancy 
caused by Alexander's appoint- 
ment to the chairmanship. Both 
appointments were approved 
by the senate. Edgar McGee, 
president of the sophomore 
class, submitted the appoint- 
ments of Frank Copeland and 
Pat Lawrence to the Freshman 
Court. These appointments 
were also approved. 
The Judiciary Committee re- 
ported that the concept of an 
honor code for Clemson Uni- 
versity is being explored very 
carefully. The Traffic and 
Grounds Committee reported 
that no new speed breakers 
would be erected. The Student 
Organization Affairs Commit- 
tee presented the charters of the 
American Society of Civil En- 
gineering, the American Ce- 
ramic Society, and the New- 
tonian Society, which were all 
approved by the Senate. 
Business carried over from 
the 64-65 senate was brought 
before the senate, and plans for 
future action were made. This 
business includes the concept of 
an honor code, free telephoning 
inside the dormitories, and an 
intermediate penalty between 
room   arrest and suspension. 
Scholarship 
Winners 
(Continued from page 1) 
"The scholarships being offered 
by the Army for the first time 
this year will help provide the 
motivated, high qualify, col- 
lege-educated officers needed by 
the Army." 
Receiving four-year scholar- 
ships are William M. Etheredge, 
an architecture major from Co- 
lumbia; Charles A. Newton, a 
history major from Deltona, 
Fla.; James D. Scarborough, 
an industrial management ma- 
jor from Sumter; and Henry D. 
Theiling, Jr., a chemical en- 
gineering major from Charles- 
ton. 
Winners of the two-year 
scholarships are William N. 
Hannah, an English major 
from Atlanta, Ga.; William P. 
Hannah, an applied math 
major from Greenville; Rich- 
ard E. Miley, an economics 
major from Charleston; and 
Keith H. Waters, a chemistry 
major   from   North   Augusta. 
WSBF 
600 AM 88.1 FM 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Friday — September 3 
4, 7, 9 p.m.—A preview of the Four Seasons 
concert 
Saturday — September 4 
6 p.m.—Offbeat 
3-5  p.m.—Concert in high fidelity 
6 p.m.—Inside Folk 
7 p.m.—"Sounds of the Twentieth Century" 
The Broadway cast recording of "All 
American," starring Ray Bolger, Eileen 
Herlie, and Anita Gillette. From the 
book by Mel Brooks, "All American" 
is chock-full of college satire. 
waiters & tollman campus shop 
NATURAL SHOULDER TROUSERS4 
in BUGGY WHIP WORSTEDS 
B\'/ 
Crisp, good looking — soft to the touch. 
New colors include Casey Green and Snuff 
Brown. Our Natural Shoulder cut, always 
correct, fits all men comfortably. Own one. 
They're the best. $21.95 
TROUSERED   BY 
CORBIN 
waiters & hillman 
campus shop 
clemson anderson 
The new Army ROTC Brigade staff for the first semester are from left to right: 
H. Douglas Robinson, Robert R. Irvin, Charles W. Kitts, Forest Edward Kinnell, Jr., 
James D. Bond, and James C. Griffen, Jr.   (Photo by Levin) 
PLANNING AHEAD 
AROTC Mission Outlined By Robinson 
By  DICK MILEY 
In assuming command of the 
Clemson Army ROTC Brigade, 
Cadet Col. H. Douglas Robin-" 
son outiined the mission and 
objectives of the unit at a re- 
cent briefing for advanced 
cadets. 
Cadet Col. Robinson also an- 
nounced the appointment of the 
brigade chain of command and 
the formation of an addition- 
al battalion, which gives the 
brigade a total of 16 com- 
panies in four battalions. 
"Our mission this year," 
stated Robinson at the briefing 
in Tilman Hall, "is to make this 
brigade the best in Clemson 
history." 
In a later interview, he point- 
ed out a number of the object- 
ives of the brigade, including 
efficiency, military courtesy, 
and co-ordination of military 
oriented activities. Robinson 
expressed confidence that the 
military organizations will 
"work more closely together to 
support each other and the bri- 
gade." 
In noting activities for the 
year, Robinson described the 
new Colonel's Orderly pro- 
gram. Each week at drill a 
freshman cadet will be chosen 
from the brigade with select- 
ion from battalion to battalion 
on a weekly basis. The select- 
ions will be based on appear- 
ance, military bearing, and 
technical proficiency. 
Cadet Lt. Col. Robert R. Ir- 
vin, a senior history major 
from Hartsville, will back up 
Robinson as the executive of- 
ficer. 
Cadet Majors Charles W. 
Kitts of Charleston, Forest Ed- 
ward Kinnett, Jr., from Ly- 
man, James D. Bond of Colum- 
bia, and James Carlisle Griffin, 
Jr., of Charlotte, N. C, all 
seniors, will assist Robinson 
with the administration of the 
brigade. Cadet Major Robert 
C. Miller, Jr., of Aiken will 
handle brigade news as its pub- 
lic information officer. 
Cadet Lt. Col. Joseph S. 
Hunter will command the First 
Battalion. Cadet Capt. Wilbur 
W. Connelly will command 
Company A-l of the First Bat- 
talion, while Cadet Captains 
Ralph C. Westbrook, M. Boyd 
Walden, and Gary Egene 
Shamlis will command Com- 
pany B-l, C-l, and D-l, re- 
spectively. 
In the Second Battalion Cadet 
Lt. Col. Lory M. Johnson will 
lead the four companies, which 
will be commanded by Cadet 
Captains Thomas G. Haines 
(A-2), William T. Freeland 
(B-2), William L. Wallace (C-2) 
and John A. Beckroge (D-2). 
Cadet Lt. Col. Myles S. Ste- 
phens will direct the leadership 
of the Third Battalion. Jimmy 
W. Spradley, Robert E. Gunter, 
Clemson Theatre 
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Jr., John L. Thompson, Jr., and 
Llewellyn H. Couch will com- 
mand companies A-3, B-3, C-3, 
and D-3 respectively. They are 
cadet captains. 
Cadet Lt. Col. Frederick Wil- 
liam Hecht will command the 
new Fourth Battalion. His com- 
pany commanders are Cadet 
Captains Gary B. Kiser, Rob- 
ert K. Nelson,. Bryon Reed Bull, 
Jr., and Lynn Davis, who com- 
mand    companies    A-4, B-4, 
C-4, and D-4, respectively. 
Last year Robinson, a civil 
engineering major from 
Waynesville, N. C, served as 
the executive officer ofthecounr 
ter-guerilla unit. He was also 
president of the Society of Amer- 
ical Military Engineers, and 
also holds membership in the 
American Society of Chemical 
Engineers, Mu Beta Psi, and the 
Scabbard and Blade. He is also 
a hall supervisor. 
From TJ's Paket Boat  Golden Arrow 
Weskit Jumper 
by Thermo-Jac 
Heather wool . . . heather suede in TJ's newest item — 
the one-piece Weskit Jumper! Buttoned-and-chained 
vest of imported cotton suede tops fully-lined wool 
skirt in three bold heather plaids and pale heather 
herringbone, check or plaid. True Junior size: 3 
through 15. $19.95 
Orion-blend shirt,   $6.95 
LIKE TO BE A TJ MODEL IN SEVENTEEN? 
Come in... see how! 
Genie Shoppe 
104 N. Clemson Ave. Clemson 
The shop for the college girl 
